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Document purpose 

This guide describes the use cases and functionality of the Federation Enterprise Hybrid 
Cloud solution. It explains how IT organizations can use this hybrid cloud solution to deliver 
infrastructure, storage, backup, continuous availability (CA), and disaster recovery (DR), as 
well as other functions, as services.  

Audience 

This document is intended for executives, managers, architects, cloud administrators, and 
technical administrators of IT environments who want to implement or use the Federation 
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. Readers should be familiar with VMware vRealize™ Suite, 
storage technologies, and general IT functions and requirements, and how they fit into a 
hybrid cloud architecture. 

Essential reading 

The following documents describe the architecture, features, and functionality of the 
solution:  

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Foundation Infrastructure Reference 
Architecture Guide  

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Concepts and Architecture Solution Guide 

The following documents provide information about additional aspects of the solution: 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Security Management Solution Guide 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Hadoop Applications Solution Guide 

Business challenge 

While many organizations have successfully introduced virtualization as a core technology 
within their data centers, the benefits of virtualization have largely been restricted to the IT 
infrastructure owners. End users and business units within customer organizations have not 
experienced many of the benefits of virtualization, such as increased agility, mobility, and 
control.  

Transforming from the traditional IT model to a cloud operating model involves overcoming 
the challenges of legacy infrastructure and processes, such as:  

• Inefficiency and inflexibility  

• Slow, reactive responses to customer requests  

• Inadequate visibility into the cost of the requested infrastructure  

• Limited choice of availability and protection services  

The difficulty in overcoming these challenges has given rise to public cloud providers who 
have built technology and business models catering to the requirements of end-user agility 
and control. Many organizations are under pressure to provide these same service levels 
within the secure and compliant confines of the on-premises data center. As a result, 
IT departments need to create alternative cloud solutions that are cost effective and that do 
not compromise enterprise requirements such as data protection, DR, and guaranteed 
service levels. 
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Solution purpose 

The Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution is a completely virtualized data center, fully 
automated by software. The solution starts with a foundation that delivers infrastructure as 
a service. Once the solution is live, you can customize it with add-on modules, including 
database as a service, platform as a service, and cloud brokering. In addition, you can 
optionally implement high availability and data recovery, as well as backup and recovery 
services.  

The solution enables:  

• Complete management of the infrastructure service life cycle  

• On-demand management of network bandwidth, servers, storage, and security  

• Provisioning, monitoring, protection, and management of the infrastructure services by 
line-of-business users without IT administrator involvement  

• Provisioning of application blueprints with associated infrastructure resources by line-
of-business application owners without IT administrator involvement  

• Provisioning of backup, CA, and DR services as part of the cloud service provisioning 
process  

• Maximum asset utilization 

Federation solutions 

EMC Information Infrastructure (EMC II), Pivotal, RSA, VCE, Virtustream, and VMware form 
a unique Federation of strategically aligned businesses that are free to execute individually 
or together. The Federation businesses collaborate to research, develop, and validate 
superior, integrated solutions and deliver a seamless experience to its collective customers. 
The Federation provides customer solutions and choice for the software-defined enterprise 
and the emerging third platform of mobile, cloud, big data, and social networking.  
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Overview 

This chapter describes the storage services and the virtual machine life cycle and networking 
services available with the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. These services and 
the associated use cases are categorized into the following sections: 

• Storage provisioning services 

• Virtual machine services 

• Advanced networking services 

• Public cloud services 

This chapter focuses on the configuration and provisioning of storage and virtual machine 
blueprints as well as the provisioning of virtual machines with data protection services. 

Storage provisioning services 

 
Storage is provisioned, allocated, and consumed by different cloud users in this solution: 

• Storage administrators provision storage resources for consumption by other cloud 
users, using the storage services that are provided in the vRealize Automation service 
catalog.  

The storage administrator selects Provision Cloud Storage under Storage Services 
in the vRealize Automation service catalog. This catalog item works dynamically with 
EMC® ViPR® software-defined storage to discover the available storage, based on the 
administrator’s selections through the deployment wizard, and provides the ability to 
provision the following storage: 

 Block (EMC VNX®, EMC VMAX®, EMC XtremIO™, EMC ScaleIO®) 

 File (VNX, EMC Isilon®) 

 Highly available (with EMC VPLEX®) 

 Replicated (with EMC RecoverPoint®) 

• vRealize Automation fabric group administrators assign the provisioned storage 
resources to business groups.  

• Business group managers define virtual machine storage when they create virtual 
machine blueprints with storage reservation policies.  

• End users may, depending on their entitlements, choose the storage service level 
when they provision their virtual machines. 

 
For the purposes of this guide, a storage administrator executes the storage services in the 
vRealize Automation service catalog. In production environments, vRealize Automation 
entitlements can be used to assign these services to other cloud administrators or users as 
required. 

 
This use case demonstrates how a Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud storage administrator 
provisions ViPR software-defined storage. 

Overview 

Cloud roles and 
personas 

Use case 1: 
Provisioning 
storage (single 
site, single 
vCenter) 
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A storage administrator can provision storage from the vRealize Automation self-service 
portal by selecting the storage provisioning item from the service catalog, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Storage Services: Provision Cloud Storage request 

The request to provision cloud storage requires the following inputs: 

• User authentication 

• Provisioning site 

• vCenter cluster 

• Storage type: VMFS or NFS 

• Storage tier 

• Datastore size 

The storage administrator selects most of these inputs from lists of items that are 
determined by the cluster resources available through vCenter and the virtual pools 
available in ViPR. 

User authentication 

On the Authentication tab, the user, or the requestor of this service, provides a vRealize 
Automation password, which is required to authenticate the request into ViPR during the 
storage provisioning process. The user may optionally include a reason for the request, 
which may be required if the request is subject to an approval. 

Provisioning site 

On the Provisioning Site tab, the storage administrator selects the provisioning site. For 
multisite, single vCenter configurations using VPLEX, this selection determines the site 
affinity of the virtual machines deployed onto this storage.  

For single-site configurations, the Provisioning Site tab displays the single default location. 
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vCenter cluster 

The vCenter Cluster tab displays the Choose vCenter cluster option, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the vCenter cluster 

VMware vCenter Server™ might be managing multiple tenant workload clusters; therefore, 
the storage administrator must select the correct vCenter cluster to instruct the provisioning 
operation where to assign the storage device. 

Storage type 

On the Storage Type tab, the storage administrator selects which type of datastore is 
required, based on the storage types detected in the underlying infrastructure, as shown in 
Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the datastore type 

A VMFS datastore type requires block storage, while NFS requires file storage. Other data 
services such as DR and CA are displayed only if they are detected in the underlying 
infrastructure.  

Storage tier 

On the Storage Tier tab, the storage administrator selects the storage tier from which the 
new storage device should be provisioned. The list of available tiers reflects the virtual pools 
available from the ViPR virtual array. The virtual pools can comprise XtremIO, ScaleIO, VNX, 
VMAX, or VPLEX storage types. 
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The available capacity of the virtual pool is also displayed, as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the ViPR storage pool 

The storage capabilities of the storage tiers are associated with storage profiles in vCenter. 

Datastore size 

On the Datastore Size tab, the storage administrator enters required storage size, which is 
measured in GB, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Provision Cloud Storage request: Specifying the storage size 

Additional automated tasks 

The storage provisioning task includes values that are dynamically assigned by the 
workflows, such as LUN and datastore name. Therefore, fields are not provided to capture 
those values. The values are managed by the orchestration logic to ensure consistency. 

This provisioning service provides further automation beyond the initial provisioning of 
storage to the tenant workload cluster. The ViPR storage provider automatically tags the 
storage device with the appropriate storage profile, based on the storage capabilities of the 
device. 

The workflow automates the vRealize Automation rediscovery of resources under the 
vCenter endpoint, in addition to assigning a storage reservation policy to the new datastore. 

An email notifies the fabric group administrator that the storage is ready and available in 
vRealize Automation. The vRealize Automation fabric group administrator must manually 
reserve the new storage for use by a business group, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Storage reservation for vRealize Automation business group 

 
The storage provisioning process for dual-site, continuously available (CA) environments is 
slightly different from the process for a single site. The selection of the provisioning site, as 
shown in Figure 7, determines which site will be the winning site in the event of a site 
failure. It also determines the site affinity of the virtual machines deployed onto the storage. 

 

Figure 7. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting a provisioning site  

After selecting the provisioning site, the storage administrator is presented with the Choose 
vCenter Cluster option, as shown in Figure 8. The storage administrator must select the 
correct CA-enabled vCenter cluster to instruct the provisioning operation where to assign 
the storage device. 

 

Figure 8. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the vCenter cluster for CA-
enabled storage 

In this example, the vCenter cluster was configured with descriptive tags during 
implementation, making it easy to identify the CA-enabled vCenter cluster. 

Use case 2: 
Provisioning 
storage (dual 
site, single 
vCenter) 
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Storage type 

When a CA-enabled vCenter cluster is chosen, Storage Type is filtered to CA-enabled 
storage. In this case, only VMFS CA-Enabled is applicable, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the datastore type for CA-
enabled storage 

In this example, a single ViPR virtual pool based on VPLEX Metro™ from which to provision 
storage is available. That pool, along with its available capacity, is displayed on the Storage 
Tier tab, as shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the ViPR storage pool for CA-
enabled storage 

The storage administrator can then enter the required datastore size and, when provisioning 
is complete, continue to configure the appropriate business group reservations. 

 
The storage provisioning process for dual-site DR environments is slightly different from the 
process for a single site. 

After selecting a provisioning site, the storage administrator is presented with the Choose 
vCenter Cluster option, as shown in Figure 11, which displays only clusters on the selected 
provisioning site. The storage administrator must enable the selected cluster for DR to 
provision disaster-recovery-protected storage. 

Use case 3: 
Provisioning 
storage (dual 
site, multi 
vCenter) 
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Figure 11. Selecting the disaster-recovery-protected Tenant Workload Pod (vCenter 
cluster) 

The Storage Type option lists the types of datastores that are available for provisioning, 
based on the type of storage in the underlying infrastructure. If the selected Tenant 
Workload Pod is configured for DR services, then only disaster-recovery-enabled VMFS 
storage is presented as an available option, as shown in Figure 12.  

 

Figure 12. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the required storage type 

The storage administrator then selects the storage tier offering from which the new 
datastore is to be provisioned, as shown in Figure 13.  

Each tier of disaster-recovery-enabled storage has a predetermined recovery point objective 
(RPO). The storage administrator selects a tier that supports the RPO required for the 
storage that is being provisioned. 
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Figure 13. Provision Cloud Storage request: Selecting the storage tier and RPO 

The storage administrator can then enter the required datastore size. The newly provisioned 
storage is then automatically associated with the corresponding storage reservation policy, 
as shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. ViPR storage tiers and corresponding vRealize Automation reservation 
policies 

Automatic addition of the new datastore to a protection group 

When the new datastore is provisioned, the workflow creates a corresponding protection 
group and adds the newly created datastore to that protection group. The workflow then 
adds the protection group to the recovery plan that corresponds to the compute cluster 
where the storage is provisioned. These steps ensure that any virtual machines provisioned 
on the storage are replicated to the recovery site and are protected.  

 

Figure 15. Adding newly provisioned storage to a protection group 
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Assigning storage to business group reservations 

After the newly provisioned storage is protected, the vRealize Automation fabric 
administrator can configure reservations on the storage for the appropriate business group. 

 
This use case describes how business group managers set the storage policy for a virtual 
machine and, if appropriate, allow end users to view and change the policy.  

Business group managers set the storage type for the virtual machine disks when they 
create a virtual machine blueprint by applying the appropriate storage reservation policy to 
each of the virtual disks, as shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16. Setting the storage reservation policy for virtual machine disks 

When the storage reservation policy is set, the blueprint will always deploy the virtual 
machine and its virtual disks to the specified storage type.  

To enable more user control at deployment time, the business group manager can select the 
Allow users to see and change storage reservation policies checkbox, which permits 
business group users to reconfigure the storage reservation policies at deployment time. 

 
This solution uses VMware vRealize Business, with its integration with vCenter and vRealize 
Automation, to provide chargeback information on the storage provisioned to and consumed 
in the hybrid cloud.  

The storage, which is determined by the vCenter profile, discovers the storage capabilities of 
the ViPR devices by using the storage provider running on the ViPR controller. The storage 
administrator creates storage profiles, as shown in Figure 17, based on the storage 
capabilities of the ViPR storage. This integration enables vRealize Business to automatically 
discover and group datastores based on predefined service levels of storage. 

 

Use case 4: 
Setting the 
virtual machine 
storage policy 

Use case 5: 
Managing 
multiple service 
levels and costs 
with storage 
profiles 
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Figure 17. Creating new virtual machine storage profile for Tier 2 storage 

Storage capabilities are displayed in vCenter, as shown in Figure 18. In this example, we 
created a storage profile defined as Tier-2 to reference ViPR Tier 2 block storage. 

 

Figure 18. Automatic discovery of storage capabilities 

Note: Storage capabilities are only visible in the traditional VMware vSphere® Client™ and not in 
vSphere Web Client. vSphere Web Client uses virtual machine storage policies instead of virtual 
machine storage profiles. 

Newly defined datastores inherit storage properties of the ViPR pool in which they are 
configured. Storage profiles group datastores by their storage capabilities and report that 
information through vRealize Business. Figure 19 shows that the cost profiles created in 
vCenter are discovered by vRealize Business.  
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Figure 19. VMware vRealize Business chargeback based on storage profile of 
datastore 

This functionality enables the business group manager to identify and organize multiple 
service levels of storage provisioned by ViPR and set the monthly cost per gigabyte as 
needed. 

Infrastructure services 

The following use cases provide an overview of some of the more common tasks in the life 
cycle of virtual machines in this Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. 

 
A blueprint must be created for a virtual machine before the machine can be provisioned 
from the vRealize Automation service catalog. A blueprint contains the complete 
specification for a virtual machine, defining the machine’s attributes, policy, and 
management settings—including any approvals required, expiration date, and owner 
operations—and the manner in which the machine is provisioned.  

When users provision a machine using the self-service portal, they must select the blueprint 
from which the machine will be created. 

Blueprints can be single machine or multimachine and can include multitier enterprise 
applications that require multiple components (application, database, and web). A 
multimachine blueprint contains multiple individual machine blueprints. 

 
When a virtual machine is provisioned, it is deployed from a vSphere virtual machine 
template and customized within a vRealize Automation virtual machine blueprint. 

Tenant administrators can create a global blueprint, which can be made available to all 
business groups, or a local blueprint, which is available only to a single business group. 
Business group managers can create blueprints for only the business groups for which they 
are responsible. 

Creating a local blueprint 

To create a virtual machine blueprint in the vRealize Automation console: 

1. Log in as a user with vRealize Automation tenant administrator or business group 
manager privileges. 

2. Select Infrastructure > Blueprints. 

3. Select New Blueprint > Virtual. 

4. Select vSphere (vCenter) to open the New Blueprint window. 

Virtual machine 
blueprints 

 
Use case 6: 
Provisioning a 
virtual machine 
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Complete information in the New Blueprint window under the following tabs: 

• Blueprint Information 

• Build Information 

• Properties 

• Actions 

Each of the tabs contains input fields that combine to define the final blueprint. 

Blueprint Information 

The new blueprint is set as a master blueprint so that it can be copied for use in creating 
subsequent blueprints. Properties such as reservation policy, business group, and virtual 
machine name prefix are configured here, as shown in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20. Creating a new virtual machine blueprint 

Build Information 

Under Build Information, the blueprint type is Server and the action is Clone, which 
means that a cloning workflow is based on an existing template in vSphere. The required 
template can be selected from the Clone from list, as highlighted in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Selecting a vSphere template for cloning 

The virtual machine inherits the minimum required resources that are defined within the 
virtual machine template. The blueprint can be set to allow these values to be increased to 
the maximum value at a later time. Figure 22 shows where to set the maximum values for 
the machine resources and specify the storage service level (Storage Reservation Policy) 
to be used. 

 

Figure 22. Specifying build information for a new blueprint 

In this example, the minimum machine resources are inherited from the vSphere template 
and the maximum values have been manually increased from the minimum values. At 
deployment time this virtual machine can be configured with resources up to the maximum 
values.  
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Properties 

The Properties tab can contain build profiles that consist of a set of properties that can be 
applied to a machine when it is provisioned, as shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. Selecting custom build profiles for a virtual machine 

The Properties tab contains the BackupAndRestoreFunctions build profile. This build 
profile adds data protection actions to the virtual machine for backup and recovery, as 
described in Data protection backup on page 61. 

Also available is a DR build profile that enables the control of the restart priority of a virtual 
machine on the recovery site. This build profile is described in Use case 8: Provisioning a 
virtual machine with DR protection (dual site, multi vCenter) on page 31. 

Actions 

Under Actions, the tenant administrator or business group manager can specify the actions, 
operations, and reconfiguration options that users can assign to this blueprint, as shown in 
Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24. Enabling virtual machine operations for a virtual machine blueprint 
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The virtual machine blueprint can be published and, using vRealize Automation service 
entitlements, made available to end users as a catalog item in their self-service portal, as 
shown in Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25. Deploying a new virtual machine blueprint from the self-service portal 

To provision the virtual machine, the vRealize Automation user can request the virtual 
machine from the service catalog, as shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26. Specifying request information for a virtual machine 

The request process can require user input to confirm the number of virtual machines to be 
provisioned and any increases in CPU, memory, and storage. The ability to change any of 
these settings is controlled by the blueprint itself and can be configured as required. 

The example shown in Figure 27 shows where the user selects the storage service level for 
the virtual machine by selecting the corresponding vRealize Automation storage reservation 
policy. 
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Figure 27. Selecting the storage reservation policy for a virtual machine 

Users click Submit after the virtual machine is configured to initiate the provisioning 
process, which can be viewed under the Requests tab, as shown in Figure 28. 

 

Figure 28. Virtual machine details and available actions 

The provisioning process can be configured to include approval operations, either with 
vRealize Automation or with integrated third-party approval or ticketing systems. 

When the provisioning process is complete, the user can access the virtual machine from the 
Items menu in the vRealize Automation console. 

For more information on creating virtual machine blueprints, refer to vRealize Automation 
Operating Guide. 

 
Site affinity is set during storage provisioning. Users can also set site affinity, if enabled to 
do so, by choosing a storage reservation policy in vRealize Automation during virtual 
machine deployment. 

Setting site affinity during storage provisioning 

In continuously available environments, which comprise multiple sites and a single vCenter 
server, the storage administrator must set the site affinity for a virtual machine so that the 
machine will continue to run on the preferred site in the event of a site failure. 

Use case 7: 
Provisioning a 
virtual machine 
with site affinity 
(dual site, single 
vCenter) 
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The site selected under Provisioning Site, shown in Figure 29, determines the site that 
owns the storage device in the event of a failure (the “winning site”). 

 

Figure 29. Specifying a storage site (configuring winning site) in the event of a site 
failure 

Under Storage Tier, shown in Figure 30, the storage administrator must select the ViPR 
virtual pool that is associated with the appropriate vRealize Automation storage reservation 
policy.  

 

Figure 30. Selecting a ViPR virtual pool associated with a storage reservation policy in 
vRealize Automation 

Setting site affinity during virtual machine deployment 

Note: The following example is applicable when a user is permitted to select the storage 
reservation policy for the virtual machine at deployment time. The virtual machine storage 
reservation policy can also be set and locked in the virtual machine blueprint, in which case the 
virtual machine would always have its site affinity set to the site specified in the policy. 
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Figure 31 shows how a user sets site affinity by selecting a storage reservation policy when 
deploying a virtual machine. 

 

Figure 31. Selecting a storage reservation policy and determining site affinity while 
deploying a virtual machine 

As part of the deployment process, the virtual machine is added to the appropriate vSphere 
host affinity group for the selected site.  

 
The vRealize Automation self-service portal supports the provisioning of virtual machines on 
storage that has DR protection.  

Users can protect their virtual machines at deployment time by selecting a storage 
reservation policy that includes DR protection, as shown in Figure 32, which can be set and 
locked in the blueprint. A storage reservation policy can also be configured to allow users to 
modify it for DR protection as required.  

 

Figure 32. Assigning a storage reservation policy  

Selecting a storage reservation policy that has DR protection ensures that the virtual 
machine is deployed on storage that is being replicated to the recovery site with the 
required RPO. 

Use case 8: 
Provisioning a 
virtual machine 
with DR 
protection (dual 
site, multi 
vCenter) 
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Deploying virtual machines to a protected cluster 

As shown in Figure 33, the new virtual machine is deployed on the protected vSphere 
cluster and datastore that provide DR protection. The virtual machine is automatically added 
to the VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager™ protection group associated with the 
datastore and included in any recovery plans that include the protection group. 

 

Figure 33. Virtual machine summary displaying the protected site 

Deploying a placeholder virtual machine on the recovery site 

As part of the protection process, a placeholder virtual machine that corresponds to the 
deployed source virtual machine is provisioned on the recovery site, as shown in Figure 34. 
The placeholder virtual machine maintains the configuration properties of the source virtual 
machine—for example, compute resources, folder, network, and security group.  

 

Figure 34. Placeholder virtual machine summary on the recovery site 

When a recovery plan is executed, meaning that the source virtual machine is recovered on 
the DR site, the source virtual machine properties are retained on the recovered virtual 
machine. 

Enabling virtual machine restart priority for recovery  

The creator of the virtual machine blueprint can set the order, or priority, in which Site 
Recovery Manager restarts virtual machines on the recovery site. 
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To enable this option, select the SRM Power On Priority Option build profile on the 
Properties tab of the virtual macine blueprint, as displayed in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35. Enabling the virtual machine restart priority option for Site Recovery 
Manager 

For information about configuring the restart priority of the virtual machine after the 
function is enabled, see Data protection DR on page 82. 

 
For environments that require existing virtual machines to be imported into the Federation 
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution, vRealize Automation includes a Bulk Import feature. 

This functionality is available only to vRealize Automation users who have Fabric 
Administrator and Business Group Manager privileges. The Bulk Import feature imports 
virtual machines intact with defining data such as reservation, storage path, blueprint, 
owner, and any custom properties.  

Note: While Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud supports the import of existing workloads, it 
does not currently offer the ready ability to apply data protection services such as backup or DR 
to the newly imported virtual machines. If you require additional services for imported 
workloads for your Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution, work with the EMC Services 
teams. 

To import existing virtual machines, the user must first generate a CSV file containing the 
virtual machines to be imported and edit the CSV file to specify the virtual machine 
reservation details, as follows: 

1. In the vRealize Automation portal, navigate to Infrastructure > Infrastructure 
Organizer > Bulk Imports. 

2. Under Generate CSV File, make the following selections, as shown in Figure 36: 

a. For virtual machines currently outside of vRealize Automation management, 
set Machines to Unmanaged.  

b. Select the relevant vRealize Automation Business group, Owner, and 
Blueprint. 

The associated virtual machine blueprint can be created specifically for the 
import or it can be an existing blueprint.  

Note: Ensure that virtual machine blueprint parameters are appropriate to 
incoming virtual machines and do not cause conflict. The parameters specified in 
the blueprint are assigned to virtual machines that are attached to the blueprint. 
Pay particular attention to lease and archive periods. 

Use Case 9: 
Importing 
existing virtual 
machines into 
Federation 
Enterprise Hybrid 
Cloud 
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c. At Resource, select either EndPoint (for example, vCenter) or Compute 
Resource (for example, vSphere cluster) to locate the virtual machines to be 
imported. 

d. At Name, depending on the resource type you have just chosen, select an 
endpoint or vSphere cluster. 

 

Figure 36. Generating the CSV file containing virtual machines to be 
imported 

3. Click OK to create the file. 

4. Edit the CSV file to specify the virtual machine reservation details, as shown in 
Figure 37. 

All of the values for each machine must be present in the target vRealize 
Automation deployment for the import to succeed. You can change the values for 
reservation, storage location, blueprint, and owner for each machine you want to 
import by editing the CSV file. 

Note: The storage location, which is listed in the Host To Storage column of the CSV 
file, is the name of the storage device/path, not the storage reservation policy or the 
name of the storage reservation for the business group. 

If any virtual machines are discovered and present in the CSV file that do not need 
to be imported, then manually set their value for Import–Yes or No to No in the 
first column of the CSV file. 
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Figure 37. Editing the CSV file to match virtual machines and storage 
reservation policies 

To import existing virtual machines, the user must select the CSV file containing the virtual 
machines to be imported and then begin the import, as follows: 

1. In the vRealize Automation portal, navigate to Infrastructure > Infrastructure 
Organizer > Bulk Imports. 

2. Select New Bulk Import, and provide the following details: 

a. Type a Name for the import and select the appropriate CSV file, as shown in 
Figure 38. 

  

 

Figure 38. Executing the Bulk Import operation 

a. At Start time, select Now or specify a date and time. 

b. At Batch size, select Batch to define the total number of machines being 
registered at a given time. 

c. Select Ignore managed machines to omit managed machines during the 
import process 

d. Select Skip user validation to omit validating users during the import 
process 

e. Complete other options as appropriate to the import. 

3. Click OK to begin the Bulk Import process. 
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When the import operation is complete, the requestor receives an email notification for each 
virtual machine successfully imported, as shown in Figure 39. 

 

Figure 39. Email notification of successful import of virtual machine 

As shown in Figure 40, the newly imported virtual machines are immediately available in the 
vRealize Automation portal to the virtual machine owner as specified in the import CSV file. 

 

Figure 40. Imported virtual machines available in vRealize Automation portal 

 
Cloud users can reconfigure the resources already assigned to their virtual machines as 
defined by the virtual machine blueprint. When business group managers create a virtual 
machine blueprint, they can restrict the scope of possible reconfiguration by a business 
group user. 

As a machine owner, the cloud user can make any of the following changes to a provisioned 
machine: 

• Increase or decrease memory or number of CPUs 

• Modify storage by adding, removing, or increasing the size of volumes  

• Modify networks by adding, removing, or updating network adapters 

Use case 10: 
Reconfiguring an 
existing virtual 
machine 
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As shown in the example in Figure 41, changes to each of these parameters are subject to 
the upper limits defined in the blueprint used to provision the machine. 

 

Figure 41. Reconfiguring virtual machine resources 

The execution of the reconfiguration task can be immediate, scheduled, or queued for the 
virtual machine user, as shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42. Scheduling reconfiguration of virtual machine resources 

 
This use case describes how to create a tiered multimachine deployment with separated 
application and database components.  

The application chosen for this use case is WordPress, to support a user blog, and the 
components used are vRealize Automation, vRealize Application Services, and Puppet. 

Note: Manifests must be created to contain the code for the application and database 
components. These manifests must be added to a Puppet module, for example, tedsblog. 
Puppet must be registered with vRealize Application Services, from where all relevant Puppet 
modules and manifests are imported. 

When the integration between Puppet and vRealize Application Services is complete, the 
application can be selected from the vRealize Application Services catalog, as shown in 
Figure 43. 

Use case 11: 
Deploying a 
multimachine 
blueprint with 
Application 
Services and 
Puppet 
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Figure 43. Creating a new application in vRealize Application Services 

When creating the new application, name the application and configure it with an application 
version number, as shown in Figure 44: 

1. Name the application. 

2. Create an application version. 

3. Create a blueprint. 

4. Add two LT CentOS v1.0.0 logical templates: 

 Add puppet_tedsblog_wordpress_app to the CentOS_App logical template. 

 Add puppet_tedsblog_wordpress_db to the CentOS_DB logical template. 

5. Add the dependency link. 

The dependency link ensures that the database virtual machine is installed before 
the application virtual machine. 

6. Save the blueprint. 

 

Figure 44. Creating an application blueprint for new application Teds Blog 
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After the blueprint is created, it must be deployed in vRealize Application Services and 
published in vRealize Automation.  

To deploy the application blueprint, follow these steps: 

1. In vRealize Application Services, from the Applications menu, select the Teds-Blog 
application. 

2. Create a deployment profile, as shown in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45. Creating a deployment profile for a new application 

3. Select the deployment environment, and map the details if they are not already 
mapped. 

4. Modify the properties, if required, and review the execution plan. 

5. Click Publish to create a service for vRealize Automation (clicking Deploy executes 
the workflow immediately). 

To publish the application blueprint to the vRealize Automation catalog, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to vRealize Automation and go to Administration > Catalog items.  

2. Select DP-Teds-Blog-01 and set the status to Active, as shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46. Creating a vRealize Automation catalog item and adding it to a 
service 

3. If a suitable service exists, add the catalog item to an existing service (for example, 
ComputTestServ, as shown in Figure 46).  

If a service does not exist, a new service must be created. 

After the tenant or business group manager publishes the new catalog item, the item is 
displayed and available to any entitled cloud user, as shown in Figure 47. Customizations 
such as icons can be applied as appropriate. 

 

Figure 47. New application blueprint available in vRealize Automation catalog 
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When the lease on a virtual machine expires, or the machine is manually expired, the 
machine is either archived or destroyed, depending on whether its blueprint specifies an 
archive period. 

When the end of the archive period is reached, or if no archive period exists, the virtual 
machine is decommissioned. The business group user can also manually destroy the virtual 
machine, as shown in Figure 48. 

 

Figure 48. Destroying a virtual machine 

When a virtual machine is destroyed, all charges relating to it are removed from vRealize 
Business. Its resources are recycled and made available to provision new machines in 
vRealize Automation. 

Note: Disaster-recovery-protected virtual machines that have expired but have not yet been 
decommissioned are recovered by Site Recovery Manager. After a recovery, these virtual 
machines cannot be managed until they have been failed back to their original vSphere cluster. 
The recommendation is to destroy or reactivate the protected virtual machine prior to a 
recovery. 

 
The addition of new vSphere clusters requires additional configuration that can be managed 
from the vRealize Automation catalog once the new vSphere cluster has been configured 
and installed in vCenter and a data collection has been run in vRealize Automation. 

Cluster onboarding services are available for local, continuously available, and disaster-
recovery-protected vSphere clusters.  

Note: The main Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud installation package installs the appropriate 
cluster onboarding services when the environment type—single-site/single vCenter, 
multisite/single vCenter (CA), or multisite/multi vCenter (DR)—is selected for deployment. 

To onboard a new vSphere cluster, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud tenant portal as the system 
administrator (for example, fehc_sysadmin@domain.local).  

2. Go to Catalog > EHC Cluster Onboarding and select Unprotected Cluster 
Onboarding, as shown in Figure 49. 

Use case 12: 
Decommissioning 
a virtual machine 

Use case 13: 
Onboarding a 
new vSphere 
cluster 
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Figure 49. Service Catalog: Unprotected Cluster Onboarding 

3. On the Request Information tab, type a name and a description for the task, and 
then click Next. 

4. On the Site tab, select the site name to which the new cluster is to be assigned, as 
shown in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50. Unprotected Cluster Onboarding: Choose Cluster Site 

5. On the vCenter Cluster tab, select the vCenter cluster that is to be onboarded and 
enabled as a new local cluster target for storage-as-a-service (STaaS) operations, 
as shown in Figure 51. 

 

Figure 51. Unprotected Cluster Onboarding: Choose vCenter Cluster 
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Note: For the new cluster resource to be visible to the onboarding service, ensure that 
a recent data collection has been completed in vRealize Automation. 

6. Click Submit. 

Once the request succeeds, the required properties are set the new cluster. You can view 
the properties in vRealize Automation under Compute Resource Details > Custom 
Properties. 

Advanced networking services 

Deploying a virtual application can be done in minutes. However, planning, designing, and 
configuring the network and security elements to support it can often take days or weeks. 
Using the automation capabilities of vRealize Automation, VMware NSX™ can significantly 
reduce the amount of time the provision, update, and removal processes take. Networks, 
router, firewall, and load balancers can be deployed dynamically with the virtual machine 
components of a blueprint, enabling an application stack and supporting services to be 
delivered to production users in minutes. 

 
A three-tiered application model is the most commonly deployed model in enterprises. Each 
tier requires a specific configuration that can use the NSX capability with vRealize 
Automation. A three-tier application can be used to demonstrate the network and security 
provisioning capabilities of VMware vCloud® Networking and Security or NSX when 
integrated with vRealize Automation. The web tier is external-facing and load-balanced, 
serving web pages to users. Each web server must communicate with the application server. 
The application server, in turn, writes to and retrieves data from the database server, as 
shown in Figure 52.  

 

Figure 52. Three-tiered application 

Within the context of networking and security, vRealize Automation enables two deployment 
models: pre-provisioned, and on-demand. With a pre-provisioned deployment, the networks 
and router must exist before vRealize Automation can provision the virtual machines. With 
an on-demand deployment, the web, application, and database virtual machines are all 
deployed in conjunction with the network infrastructure they require. Virtual networks and 
routers are created dynamically when a multimachine blueprint is executed using the on-
demand deployment model. 

In both deployment scenarios, the network adapters of the deployed virtual machines are 
connected to their respective virtual networks, and IP addresses—either assigned by DHCP 
or, as in our implementation, static IP addresses—are assigned. 

Overview 

Provisioning 
three-tiered 
virtual 
applications 
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The virtual machines are also assigned to their respective security groups by the vRealize 
Automation blueprint. These security groups are associated with security policies (firewall 
rules) enforced by the vCloud Networking and Security or NSX firewalls. The deployed 
virtual machines in each tier inherit a specific security policy based on their security group 
membership, which ensures that applications are protected from the moment of 
deployment. 

Note: Security tags can also be used. For more details, refer to the Federation Enterprise 
Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Security Management Solution Guide. 

 
For this use case, we created a multimachine blueprint with the name Finance-Pre-
Provisioned, and configured it as follows: 

1. In the multimachine blueprint in vRealize Automation, under Build Information, 
add three single-machine blueprints that were previously created, as shown in 
Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53. Pre-provisioned blueprint with build information configuration 

2. In Build Information, edit each component blueprint, create a new network 
adapter, and map the blueprint to the corresponding network profiles and the 
security groups, as shown in Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54. Blueprint network and security group configuration 

Because this blueprint connects virtual machines to pre-created networks, no new 
network profiles were added (on the Network screen of the main blueprint 
properties window), which would create dynamic networks. 

Use case 14: 
Configuring a 
pre-provisioned 
multimachine 
blueprint 
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In this use case, the blueprint connects only the virtual machines to the VXLAN 
networks that were created when the environment was prepared. 

Note: Both the multimachine blueprint and the component blueprints have a Network 
screen, which may cause some confusion. The Network screen for the multimachine 
blueprint is on the main properties window where the transport zone and network 
profiles (to trigger dynamic networks) are specified. The Network screen for the 
component blueprint is displayed during the editing of the component blueprint in 
Build Information. The configurable options on this screen are Network Adapters 
and Security groups.  

3. Publish the blueprint and add it to the catalog to make it available to the finance 
business group users. 

Based on the blueprint, vRealize Automation clones the virtual machines and attaches them 
to their respective logical switch networks. It also configures the provisioned virtual 
machines with static IP addresses from the IP address ranges that are already configured in 
the corresponding network profiles and adds them to the appropriate security groups. 

Verify pre-provisioned deployment 

Figure 55 shows an example of the vRealize Automation machine properties for a 
provisioned database virtual machine. The virtual machine is connected to the vxw-dvs-59-
virtual-wire-11-sid-5006-finance-db logical switch, or VXLAN network, and configured 
with a static IP address of 192.168.104.3. 

 

Figure 55. Virtual machine properties: EHC-75 database tier 

Figure 56 shows the same virtual machine properties in vSphere Web Client. 
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Figure 56. Virtual machine properties in vSphere Web Client: EHC-75 database tier 

To verify that the database-tier virtual machine was placed in the correct security group, 
check the security group membership under Service Composer in Networking & 
Security in vSphere Web Client, as shown in Figure 57. 

 

Figure 57. NSX service composer security groups membership view in vSphere Web 
Client 

The database virtual machine was added to the finance-db-preprov security group and, 
therefore, inherited the firewall rules configured for the database-tier security policy. 

Restart priority for disaster-recovery-protected multimachine deployments 

For disaster-recovery-protected virtual machines deployed from a multimachine blueprint as 
a multitier application, the Site Recovery Manager recovery plan can manage their restart 
priority during recovery. This is especially relevant for multitier applications with inter-
machine dependencies such as database, application, and web startup and availability. 

 
To create a multimachine blueprint (for example, Finance-On-Demand) that uses the 
previously created network profiles and security groups, follow these steps: 

1. In the multimachine blueprint, under Network, add the NAT network profile by 
selecting New Network Profile > NAT. 

2. Select the previously created network profile from the Copy from existing 
network profile list, as shown in Figure 58. 

Use case 15: 
Creating an 
on-demand 
multimachine 
blueprint 
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Figure 58. Copying an existing network profile to a blueprint 

3. Repeat the preceding steps for the private networks, as shown in Figure 59, and 
then configure the build information. 

 

Figure 59. Multimachine network properties 

4. Add single-machine blueprints. 

Because load balancing will be configured, multiple instances of a particular 
workload can exist, as indicated by the maximum value for the web blueprint in 
Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60. Multimachine build configuration for load-balanced blueprints 

5. Edit each single-machine blueprint to add a new network adapter. 

Figure 61 shows the web-tier blueprint that is configured to use the finance-web-
ondemand-nat network profile and the finance-web-ondemand security group. 
When provisioned from this blueprint, all virtual machines are added to the 
finance-web-ondemand security group. 
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Note: In this solution, we did not configure IP addresses on these adapters. vRealize 
Automation automatically configures the network adapters from the ranges specified in 
the network profiles. 

 

Figure 61. Web-tier blueprint configuration 

6. Configure the blueprint to deploy three web-tier virtual machines, and configure 
load balancing, specifying the web server ports to be load balanced, as shown in 
Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62. Multimachine web-tier load balancer configuration 
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7. Under Virtual IP, specify the network profile from which the virtual IP addresses 
are allocated to provide NAT to the private IP addresses of the web-tier virtual 
machines. 

8. Assign the network profiles and security groups to their corresponding application 
and database-tier network adapters. 

After completing these steps, publish the blueprint and add it to the catalog so that it is 
available to the finance business group users. A user request for this catalog item executes 
the multimachine blueprint and creates the logical switches. vRealize Automation then 
deploys the NSX Edge 5.5 router with an interface on each logical switch and the finance 
transit network. Finally, the virtual machines are deployed and configured with IP addresses 
from the network profile ranges. 

Verifying on-demand deployment 

Figure 63 shows an example of the machine properties for a provisioned web-tier virtual 
machine. The virtual machine’s network path shows that it is Managed Externally, which 
means the path is determined by the NSX Edge 5.5 router provisioned by vRealize 
Automation as the gateway, and configured with a private static IP address of 
192.168.101.2. 

 

Figure 63. Machine properties for an on-demand provisioned virtual machine 

To verify the on-demand deployment: 

1. Verify that the logical switches have been created by reviewing the list of logical 
switches in the Networking & Security section of vSphere Web Client.  

Figure 64 shows an example of the provisioned on-demand networks. 

 

Figure 64. Logical switches view 

2. Verify that vRealize Automation has configured the NSX Edge 5.5 by reviewing the 
NSX Edge interface properties.  
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Figure 65 shows the configured IP addresses, the connected networks, and the 
routable IP addresses used for the gateway NAT and load balancer. 

 

Figure 65. Interface configuration for a provisioned on-demand NSX Edge 5.5 

3. Verify that the load balancer configuration is enabled and configured as intended, as 
shown in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66. Load balancing configuration of the provisioned NSX Edge 5.5 

4. Select the NAT view of the NSX Edge 5.5 gateway to view the NAT configuration.  

As shown in Figure 67, a static NAT rule is configured for the internal private 
192.168.101.0/29 network with a routable IP address on the finance-transit 
network. 

 

Figure 67. NAT configuration of the on-demand NSX Edge 5.5 
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Public cloud services 

 
The use cases in this section demonstrate the public cloud side of the Federation Enterprise 
Hybrid Cloud solution and show how an end user, using VMware vCloud Air™, can create 
workloads in a public cloud using the same self-service catalog that is used within the on-
premises private cloud. 

vCloud Air is a secure, hybrid cloud service operated by VMware, built on a foundation of 
vSphere and EMC Powered technologies. The service supports existing workloads and third-
party applications as well as new application development, giving IT organizations a 
common platform to seamlessly extend their data center into the public cloud and maintain 
control. 

The Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud can take advantage of the underlying features of 
vRealize Automation to present a service catalog with items that exist both on and off 
premises. The use cases in this section include details on how to create a catalog item with 
a workload deployed into vCloud Air, as shown in Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68. Enterprise Hybrid Cloud resources—private and public 

A vCloud Air catalog item that is called from the service catalog is simply a virtual machine 
blueprint on a public cloud endpoint. 

 
The following steps provide general guidance on creating a vCloud Air endpoint. 

Note: Refer to https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/vcac-pubs.html for vRealize Automation 
documentation. The vRealize Automation Installation and Configuration document provides 
details on configuring endpoints and blueprints. 

Automated 
provisioning of 
public cloud 
resources 

Use case 16: 
Configuring a 
vCloud Air 
endpoint 

https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/vcac-pubs.html
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1. Ensure that the following vCloud Air subscription details and information are 
available: 

 vCloud Air username and password—Used to log in to the vCloud Air dashboard, 
where resource snapshots and virtual data centers can be viewed. These vCloud 
Air account credentials are entered once in vRealize Automation in the 
Credentials field when an endpoint is created. The same credentials can be 
used to define multiple vCloud Air endpoints. VMware supplies these credentials 
and the vCloud Air dashboard URL when the vCloud Air subscription is 
purchased. 

 vCloud Provider Address—Obtained from the specific virtual data center shown 
on the main dashboard under the Virtual Data Centers tab at the bottom of 
the screen. If more than one virtual data center exists, click the virtual data 
center for this endpoint. On the right-hand side of the virtual data center details 
page, as shown in Figure 69, click Cloud Provider Address, and then copy the 
URL and organization name to a text file. 

 

Figure 69. vCloud Director API URL 

2. From the vRealize Automation administration console, select Infrastructure > 
Endpoints-Create New Endpoint, and then select vApp (vCloud Director). 
Under Endpoint, as shown in Figure 70, type the information collected previously 
from the vCloud Air Cloud Provider Address. 

 

Figure 70. Creating a vCloud Air (vApp vCloud Director) endpoint 

3. Click OK to save the new vCloud Air endpoint to the list of endpoints and start the 
initial endpoint discovery process.  

The process discovers only the virtual data center and should take only a few 
seconds. To gather everything available within the endpoint, perform a data 
collection. 
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4. To run a data collection from the list of endpoints, as shown in Figure 71, select 
vCloud Air > Data Collection. In the window that opens, click Start.  

The list of endpoints is displayed while the discovery process runs in the 
background. 

Note: You can view the data status by returning to the Data Collection option for that 
endpoint and clicking Refresh. When the process is complete, Endpoint Data 
collection successful is displayed. Click Cancel to return to the endpoint list. 

 

Figure 71. Initiating endpoint data collection 

5. Assign the resources to an existing fabric group, which places the resources under 
vRealize Automation control, by navigating to Infrastructure > Groups > Fabric 
Groups. 

6. Apply the vCloud Air endpoint to one or more fabric groups: 

a. Select the required fabric group and click Edit.  

b. As shown in Figure 72, add the vCloud Air virtual data center resources to the 
selected fabric group by selecting the Compute resources check box 
associated with vCloud Air.  
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Figure 72. Editing a fabric group 

c. Click OK. 

The list of fabric groups, which shows that the resource has been assigned to 
the selected group, is displayed. 

7. Assign a portion of the resources to an existing business group: 

a. Select Infrastructure > Resources > Reservations.  

b. Select New Reservation – vAPP (vCloud Director), and provide the 
reservation information, as shown in Figure 73, by selecting the required 
options. 

 

Figure 73. Reservation information 
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8. Click the Resources tab to see the storage profiles selected for this reservation 
policy, as shown in Figure 74. 

 

Figure 74. Reservation resources 

9. Click the Network tab and select the network path and, optionally, a network 
profile.  

Refer to the VMware vRealize Automation User Guide for more information on 
reservation profiles. 

 
This use case provides instructions for creating a blueprint that can use the previously 
defined configuration to provision to vCloud Air. In this example, we first create the vApp 
component blueprint that the vApp will be based on. 

1. From the Infrastructure tab, navigate to Blueprints > Blueprints, select Create 
New Blueprint, and then select Cloud > vApp Component (vCloud Director).  

2. Name the blueprint component to be used in the blueprint app template, as shown 
in Figure 75. 

 

Figure 75. Creating a new blueprint: Blueprint Information 

Use case 17: 
Configuring 
vCloud Air-
enabled 
blueprints 
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3. On the Build Information tab: 

a. Define the blueprint type and action. 

b. In the Clone from field, select the vApp component template from which the 
clone will be made. 

The vApp component template is taken from the vCloud endpoint and can be a 
published public vCloud Director host template available as part of the vCloud 
Air service.  

c. Set the machine resources that this cloned machine will consume, as shown in 
the example in Figure 76. 

 

Figure 76. Creating a new blueprint: Build Information 

4. Select additional options, if required, as shown in Figure 77.  
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Figure 77. Creating a new blueprint: Actions 

5. Review the information on all the tabs and, when you are satisfied that all relevant 
options are correct, click OK to save the template. 

6. Create a new vApp blueprint that uses the new vApp component template to deploy 
the vApp: 

a. From the Infrastructure tab, navigate to Blueprints > Blueprints, select 
Create New Blueprint, and then select Cloud > vApp (vCloud Director).  

b. On the Build Information tab, in the Clone from field select the vApp 
template that you are cloning from. 

You previously created the vApp template in vCloud Air as part of your 
subscription process. This is paired with the vApp component template that 
you created in this procedure, as shown in Figure 78. The vApp template is 
then deployed to vCloud Air as the endpoint. 

 

Figure 78. vApp blueprint: Build Information 
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7. After entering all remaining required information, publish the blueprint to the 
service catalog so that users can provision this vApp into the vCloud Air public 
cloud. 

For more information, refer to VMware vCloud Air User’s Guide and vRealize Automation 
Installation and Configuration. 

 
After the public cloud virtual machine blueprint has been created and added to the vRealize 
Automation service catalog, users with the appropriate entitlement can execute this catalog 
item and deploy a virtual machine to the vCloud Air endpoint as follows: 

1. Select the virtual machine from the vRealize Automation service catalog, as shown 
in Figure 79. 

 

Figure 79. Requesting a Public Cloud virtual machine 

2. On the Request Information tab, specify any options, such as the number of 
virtual machines and provisioning details, as shown in Figure 80. 

 

Figure 80. Specifying request information when deploying a public cloud 
virtual machine 

Use case 18: 
Deploying a 
virtual machine 
to a public cloud 
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3. Click Submit. 

When the provisioning process has completed, the new virtual machine will be 
available to access under Home > Items > Machines.  

The new virtual machine can be viewed in the vCloud Air portal, as shown in Figure 81. 

 

Figure 81. vCloud Air display of a virtual machine 
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Chapter 3 Data Protection Services 

This chapter presents the following topics: 

Overview .......................................................................................................... 61 

Data protection backup ....................................................................................... 61 

Data protection CA ............................................................................................. 77 

Data protection DR ............................................................................................. 82 
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Overview 

This chapter provides information about the data protection services available with the 
Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. These data protection services and associated 
use cases are categorized into the following sections: 

• Data protection backup 

• Data protection CA 

• Data protection DR 

The previous chapter describes the configuration of blueprints and the provisioning of virtual 
machines with data protection services. This chapter focuses on the services available to 
cloud users responsible for the administration and management of data protection services.  

Data protection backup 

Cloud infrastructure or backup administrators as well as cloud end users consume the 
backup and recovery services available with this hybrid cloud solution. 

vRealize Automation cloud administrators use their service catalog to create backup service 
levels. At virtual machine deployment time, cloud users, in the vRealize Automation self-
service portal, can choose to protect their machines with a predefined backup service level, 
and initiate on-demand, point-in-time backups and restores of their virtual machines. 

The catalog items displayed for data protection backup services depend on whether the 
environment is single-site or multisite. 

For single-site Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud environments, where only a local instance 
of EMC Avamar® exists, the catalog items for data protection backup services are relevant 
only to that single site. 

For multisite Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud environments, additional catalog items, 
providing data protection backup services related to Avamar replication and remediation, 
are available.  

Table 1 lists the catalog items representing the data protection backup services for the two 
environments. 

 Data protection backup services Table 1.

Foundational single-site services Additional multisite services 

Create Backup Service Level Add an Avamar Instance or Pair 

Delete Backup Service Level Associate vCenter Cluster with Avamar Pairs 

Display Backup Service Levels Remediate Single Failed Avamar 

Run Backup Service Level Report Reset All Avamar Pairs to Preferred Active 

 Set All Avamars to Primary for Site 

 Toggle Single Avamar Designations 

 

Overview 

Catalog items 
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For multisite environments, the full range of data protection backup services are provided as 
catalog items in the vRealize Automation catalog, as shown in Figure 82. The items are 
specific to managing replication of backups in multisite environments, and they are 
displayed only when either EMC RecoverPoint or VPLEX are part of the environment. 

 

Figure 82. vRealize Automation catalog display of data protection backup services in 
multisite environments 

The following use cases explain all of the catalog services and provide an overview of some 
of the infrastructural and operational tasks involved in the protection of virtual machines in 
this solution. 

 
A user who is assigned the data protection backup service entitlement can create a backup 
service level. Creating a backup service level is a one-time task that is run from the vRealize 
Automation catalog.  

Follow these steps to create a backup service level: 

1. In the vRealize Automation service catalog, click Request on Create Backup 
Service Level. 

2. Under Request Information, type a description of the request, as shown in Figure 83. 

Use case 19: 
Creating a 
backup service 
level 
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Figure 83. Create Backup Service Level request: Entering policy description 

3. Under Backup Service Level, type a name for the new backup service level and 
select the backup target, such as Avamar or DataDomain, from the list of 
available targets, as shown in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84. Create Backup Service Level request: Specifying name of service 
level and backup target 

4. Select a backup schedule. 

The options are Daily, Weekly, and Monthly, as shown in Figure 85.  

 

Figure 85. Create Backup Service Level request: Selecting a backup schedule 
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When selecting a daily schedule, specify one or more time intervals (for example, 
03:00 and 03:30). 

When selecting a monthly schedule, specify the week in which the backup will take 
place. The backup time follows the default backup window. 

5. Click the Retention tab and specify or create a retention policy appropriate for this 
backup service level. 

You can specify or create one of several types of retention policies. You can: 

 Retain the backups forever. 

 Retain the backups for a certain number of days/weeks/months/years. 

 Retain the backups until a certain date.  

 Define a custom retention period. 

To keep the backups for a certain number of days, weeks, months, or years, select 
the for option, type a number, and select days, weeks, months, or years from 
the menu, as shown in Figure 86. 

To define a backup retention period of forever, select forever. To keep the backup 
until a certain date, select Until, which enables you to choose any future date. 

You can apply a custom retention schedule based on each of the backup types by 
making selections from all of the possible parameters available.  

 

Figure 86. Create Backup Service Level request: Specifying retention policy 
details 

6. Click Submit. 

After the required Avamar objects are created, the vCenter Orchestrator™ workflows create 
or update the service-level property in the vRealize Automation custom dictionary with the 
new backup-service-level name. 

The CreateServiceLevel vCenter Orchestrator workflow also creates a build profile and a 
backup property in the property dictionary. If a CreateServiceLevel workflow is unsuccessful 
for any reason, the user immediately sees this in vCenter Orchestrator. The user can then 
run the DeleteServiceLevel workflow to clean up the environment before resolving the issues 
and again attempting the CreateServiceLevel operation. The vCenter Orchestrator logs 
provide visibility into any issues encountered during the workflow. 
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The cloud administrator can delete an existing backup service level by selecting the option 
from the vRealize Automation service catalog, as shown in Figure 87. 

 

Figure 87. Delete Backup Service Level request 

The cloud administrator must type a brief description of the request before being presented 
with a list of the existing service levels, as shown in Figure 88. 

 

Figure 88. Delete Backup Service Level request: Selecting the service level to be 
deleted 

The cloud administrator selects the service level to be deleted and then must confirm the 
operation before the system deletes the service level. 

Before the backup service level is deleted, the operation checks for any virtual machines 
that are actively using that backup service level. If any exist, then the operation stops and 
instructs the user to remove the virtual machine from that backup service level before 
attempting to delete the backup service level again. 

To remove the virtual machine from the backup service level, the user in vRealize 
Automation can retire the virtual machine or a vCenter administrator can manually move 
the virtual machine from the backup service level folder to the VRM folder in vCenter. 

Note: When a virtual machine is retired, a long-term backup is created before the machine is 
destroyed. Moving the virtual machine to another vCenter folder keeps the virtual machine 
active, but no further backups will be performed.  

Use case 20: 
Deleting a 
backup service 
level 
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This use case requires that at least one backup service level be configured and available and 
that BackupAndRestoreFunctions has been enabled for the virtual machine blueprint, as 
shown in Figure 89. 

 

Figure 89. Enabling a build profile for backup and restore functions in the blueprint 

The cloud user follows these steps to deploy a virtual machine with automatic data 
protection: 

1. In the vRealize Automation self-service portal, log in to your account, click 
Catalog, and select a blueprint from the list of available blueprints, as highlighted 
in Figure 90. 

 

Figure 90. Creating a new request in the service catalog 

2. Within the virtual machine blueprint, select the required backup service level, as 
highlighted in Figure 91. 

Use case 21: 
Deploying a 
virtual machine 
with automatic 
data protection 
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Figure 91. Selecting a backup service level for the virtual machine 

You can also select the number of virtual machines to deploy, and increase or 
decrease virtual machine resources, depending on your entitlements. 

3. Review and edit the storage options for the virtual machine, click Next to view the 
Cost Summary, and then click Submit. 

The virtual machine is provisioned into the relevant folder defined in vCenter for that service 
level, and it inherits the backup schedules defined for that service level. 

Cloud users receive the name of the virtual machine in an email notification from the 
administrator after the provisioning process is successfully completed. The email notification 
advises the user to wait a period of time before attempting to access the newly deployed 
virtual machine. The customization operations, which are required to automatically protect 
the virtual machine, are run during that time. 

 
This use case describes how a cloud user can request an on-demand backup of a virtual 
machine from the vRealize Automation self-service portal. The user does not have to wait 
for the completion of the backup task. An email notification of the backup status is 
automatically generated when the task is complete, whether the task succeeded or failed. 

After logging in to the vRealize Automation self-service portal, a cloud user can select On 
Demand Backup from the Actions menu for a virtual machine, as highlighted in Figure 92. 

Use case 22: 
Requesting an 
on-demand 
backup 
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Figure 92. Selecting an on-demand backup for a virtual machine 

The on-demand backup request initiates the relevant vCenter Orchestrator workflow, which 
performs the backup using the dataset and retention policy defined by the backup service 
level.  

When the task is complete, the user receives an automated email notification with the status 
of the task. The email status workflow runs asynchronously and, therefore, the user does 
not have to wait for the completion status of the backup. 

 
This use case describes the on-demand restore of a virtual machine from the vRealize 
Automation self-service portal, where the user can choose to restore from a list of the 
available backups. 

The cloud user follows these steps to restore a virtual machine with an available backup: 

1. Power off the virtual machine. 

2. Log in to the vRealize Automation self-service portal and browse to Items. 

3. Select the virtual machine to be restored and click On Demand Restore under 
Actions, which opens the On Demand Restore request wizard. 

Use case 23: 
Requesting an 
on-demand 
restore 
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4. Under Request Information, type a description of the request in the Description 
field, as shown in Figure 93. 

 

Figure 93. On Demand Restore request: Specifying request information  

5. Under Choose Backup Point, select from the available backups from the list box, 
as shown in Figure 94. 

 

Figure 94. On Demand Restore request: Selecting a backup point-in-time to 
restore 

After requesting the on-demand restore, the cloud user receives an email notification that 
indicates the success or failure status of the job, including the reason for a failure if 
applicable, and how long it took to restore the backup. 

If, for example, a virtual machine is powered on, the restore operation will fail and an email 
is sent to the user, identifying the power state as the reason for the failure. 

 
Restore points of a virtual machine fall into one of two categories: 

• Backups performed locally to the primary Avamar system 

• Replicated backups from the secondary Avamar system where the backups were 
previously performed on the secondary instance and later replicated to the primary 

Use case 24: 
Selecting a 
restore point 
during an on-
demand restore 
(multisite, single 
vCenter) 
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During an on-demand restore operation, Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud workflows 
dynamically interrogate the primary Avamar instance for relevant backups of both types and 
present a consolidated list of available backups for the user to choose from, as shown in 
Figure 95. 

 

Figure 95. On Demand Restore request: Selecting a backup point 

Restore points that are taken to the other Avamar instance and replicated to the system 
currently designated as primary have REPLICATED appended to the end of the backup 
details. 

Based on the choice the user makes, the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud workflows 
execute the relevant restore tasks to return the virtual machine to the correct point in time. 
Regardless of where the backup is taken (that is, to which Avamar instance) the data will 
always be restored from the Avamar system currently configured as the primary. 

 
The Toggle Single Avamar Designations service toggles the state of the primary and 
secondary Avamar instances and should be used when promoting the secondary Avamar 
instance to primary status is required. The primary and secondary Avamar instances are 
defined and configured as shown in Figure 96. 

 

Figure 96. Toggle Single Avamar Designations request: Setting the primary and 
secondary Avamar instances 

The primary Avamar instance is used for taking image-level backups of virtual machines, as 
well as for restoring backups and initiating replication of backups to the secondary Avamar 
instance. The secondary Avamar instance contains the replicated image of the virtual 
machine backups. 

The user is given the choice of designating which Avamar instance is to be considered 
primary or secondary. After the secondary instance is promoted to primary status, 
scheduled and on-demand backups and restores continue on the secondary Avamar 
instance. 

Use case 25: 
Toggling the 
Avamar 
designation 
(dual site) 
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Every on-demand backup and restore operation first checks to see which system is primary 
before executing the relevant tasks. 

If the original primary Avamar system is offline because of unit or site failure, the Toggle 
Avamar Designations service enables the policies on the surviving Avamar instance when it 
is chosen as the primary.  

The Toggle Avamar Designations service cannot, however, disable the backup and 
replication policies on the secondary (unavailable) unit until the unit is back online. When 
that occurs, the Remediate Single Failed Avamar service can be used to correct the status of 
the policies on that instance. 

 
The Remediate Single Failed Avamar service should be used when one of the Avamar 
instances is offline after the Toggle Single Avamar Designation service is run. 

Unless all of the backup and replication policies on the failed unit are disabled when the unit 
comes back online, both the primary and secondary Avamar instances will attempt to 
execute parallel scheduled backups of the virtual machines.  

As shown in Figure 97, the Remediate Single Failed Avamar service requires the selection of 
the Avamar pair for remediation. 

 

Figure 97. Remediate Single Failed Avamar request: Selecting the Avamar pair 

The service interrogates the Avamar instance designated as the secondary for the Avamar 
pair and disables all the backup and replication policies so that the only function of the 
secondary instance is to receive backup replicas from the primary. 

 
In the event of an active site failure, the backup administrator can use the Set All Avamars 
To Primary For Site service to set all Avamar instances associated with the surviving site as 
primary. The administrator simply has to select the active site when requesting the service, 
as shown in Figure 98. Upon submission of the request, all Avamar instances on the selected 
site are set as primary. 

Use case 26: 
Remediating a 
failed Avamar 
instance (dual 
site) 

Use case 27: 
Setting all 
Avamar instances 
to primary on a 
surviving site 
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Figure 98. Set All Avamars to Primary For Site request: Selecting the active site 

 
In the event that a backup or Avamar administrator wants to deploy a new Avamar 
instance, or a replicated pair of Avamar appliances, the Add an Avamar Instance or Pair 
service can be used, as shown in Figure 99. 

 

Figure 99. Add an Avamar Instance or Pair request: Configuring Avamar 

The new Avamar instance or replicated pair must be fully deployed before this service is 
used. For single-site environments, the service adds the new single instance of Avamar to a 
local site. For dual-site environments, the service adds a pair of replicated Avamar 
instances. 

 
When new instances or replicated pairs of Avamar have been configured or when new 
vSphere ESXi clusters have been added to the environment, the Associate vCenter Cluster 
with Avamar Pairs service must be run. 

The compute cluster details must be entered for the source cluster, as shown in Figure 100, 
before the corresponding details are selected on the recovery cluster. 

 

Use case 28: 
Adding an 
Avamar instance 
or replicated pair  

Use case 29: 
Associating a 
vCenter cluster 
with Avamar 
pairs 
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Figure 100. Associate vCenter Cluster with Avamar Pairs request: Choosing the 
compute cluster 

After the source and recovery cluster details have been selected, the appropriate Avamar 
pair and proxy must be selected, as shown in Figure 101, before the Associate vCenter 
Cluster with Avamar Pairs service request is submitted. 

 

Figure 101. Associate vCenter Cluster with Avamar Pairs request: Selecting an Avamar 
pair and associated Avamar proxy 

 
This use case describes how a cloud user can request the decommissioning of a virtual 
machine that has data protection backup. From the vRealize Automation self-service portal, 
the user can request that a virtual machine be retired or destroyed, as shown in Figure 102. 

Use case 30: 
Decommissioning 
a virtual machine 
with data 
protection 
backup 
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Figure 102. Destroying a virtual machine 

The request initiates a number of tasks. Based on the service level of the virtual machine, a 
final backup is taken and the virtual machine is retired in the Avamar system, meaning that 
the virtual machine is permanently deleted from the service-level folder. A retired virtual 
machine can be restored from Avamar at any time prior to the backup expiration date. 
Retired virtual machine backups expire according to the retention policy of the service level, 
but the last backup expires according to the long-term retention policy applied at the time of 
retirement. Retired virtual machines do not participate in any further backup schedules after 
they have been retired. 

During the retirement process, the virtual machine is moved from its service-level folder to 
a temporary folder where the virtual machine is backed up with a long-term retention policy. 
When backup is complete, the virtual machine is retired in the Avamar system and the 
virtual machine is moved back to its original service-level folder. VMware vRealize 
Automation deletes this virtual machine permanently and reclaims the resources that it 
previously used. Although the virtual machine is retired, all of its backups expire according 
to the retention policy of the service level, except the last backup, taken when the virtual 
machine is retired, which expires according to the long-term retention policy. 

RetireVM is the vCenter Orchestrator workflow that orchestrates the various tasks required 
to decommission a virtual machine. The steps in the RetireVM workflow are as follows: 

1. Create Retire VM folder—A temporary virtual machine folder is created with a 
unique string. The name of the folder also contains the long retention name and the 
virtual machine name. This is achieved using a VMware vCenter API call. 

2. Move VM to Retire folder—The virtual machine is moved to the Retire folder 
from its service-level folder. 

3. Perform on-demand backup—Because this virtual machine will be retired 
permanently and no further backups of the machine are possible, a final backup is 
taken with a long-term retention policy based on the service level. 

4. Retire Client—After the backup is complete, the client is retired in the Avamar 
system. This de-lists the virtual machine from the regular Avamar backups, and no 
further backups are performed on this virtual machine. The virtual machine is also 
removed from the active view of the Avamar client folder. 
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5. Move VM back to Service Level folder—The virtual machine is moved to its 
original service level and the vRealize Automation destroy process deletes it 
permanently from vCenter.  

6. Delete the temporary SL folder—As a cleanup process, the temporary virtual 
machine folder is deleted from vCenter. 

 
From the vRealize Automation self-service portal, a cloud user can run an on-demand status 
report of available virtual machine backups.  

After logging in to the vRealize Automation self-service portal, the cloud user can request 
the available backups by navigating to the virtual machine under Items, and then clicking 
Get Backup Status under Actions. 

The user must provide the required information in the New Request dialog box, as shown 
in Figure 103.  

 

Figure 103. Requesting a list of all available backups of a virtual machine 

The vCenter Orchestrator workflow that supports this operation runs an Avamar MCCLI 
command, ListBackupsOfVM, requesting that all the available backups for a virtual 
machine be emailed to the cloud user. 

When the workflow is complete, the cloud user receives an email notification that lists all the 
backups available for the virtual machine, as displayed in Figure 104. 

 

Figure 104. List of available virtual machine backups emailed to requestor 

Use case 31: 
Requesting a list 
of available 
backups for a 
virtual machine 
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Cloud users can request cost and usage information about any of their virtual machines from 
the vRealize Automation self-service portal by selecting Get Backup Summary from the 
virtual machine Actions menu. 

The cloud user receives an email notification containing the relevant backup usage 
information, as shown in Figure 105. 

 

Figure 105. Email report to cloud user with virtual machine backup summary 

 
Cloud users can request a report containing comprehensive backup details specific to any of 
their virtual machines. A user can run this operation from the self-service portal by selecting 
the virtual machine and selecting Get Backup Detailed Report from the Actions menu. 

This backup report contains the following information categories: 

• Job Summary 

• Failed Jobs 

• Backup Jobs with Last Resolution 

• Estimated Protected Backup Capacity Details 

• Backup Client De-Dupe Ratios 

• Chargeback Summary 

• Client Configuration 

The cloud user receives an email message containing a report with backup information 
specific to the virtual machine, as shown in Figure 106. 

Use case 32: 
Requesting 
backup usage 
reports for a 
virtual machine 

Use case 33: 
Requesting a 
backup report for 
a virtual machine 
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Figure 106. Backup status report emailed to cloud user upon request 

Data protection CA 

EMC VPLEX Metro, VMware vSphere High Availability (vSphere HA), and VMware vSphere 
vMotion® provide the platform for CA for the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. 

The management architecture of this CA solution is almost identical to that of a single-site 
deployment where only a single management stack is required. The key differentiator for 
this solution is that the servers in the Management and Tenant Workload Pods belong to 
stretched vSphere clusters with VPLEX in a Metro configuration. In the event of a site 
failure, VPLEX ensures that the virtual machine storage is continuously available while 
vSphere HA manages and ensures the restart of virtual machines on the surviving site. 

The Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Concepts and Architecture Guide provides more 
detail behind the configurations and best practices required to support the CA solution. 

This section demonstrates the following use cases: 

• Live migration of virtual machines (using vSphere vMotion) 

• Site failure with automated restart of virtual machines (using vSphere HA) 

Refer to the following use cases in the previous chapter for examples of storage provisioning 
and site affinity: 

• Use case 2: Provisioning storage (dual site, single vCenter) 

• Use case 7: Provisioning a virtual machine with site affinity (dual site, single vCenter) 

Overview 
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The vSphere Client can be used to migrate management virtual machines as well as tenant 
virtual machines. These planned migrations are managed by vMotion technology. 

Migrations can be executed for the following: 

• An individual virtual machine 

• A selected group of virtual machines 

• All virtual machines under an ESXi host 

As shown in Figure 107, to conduct a live migration of a single machine or multiple 
machines, the user simply selects the relevant virtual machine(s), right-clicks, and selects 
Migrate. This method enables the migration of the virtual machine(s) to the ESXi hosts of 
the user’s choosing on the secondary site. 

 

Figure 107. Migrating a group of powered-on tenant virtual machines 

To migrate all virtual machines from one site to the other, so that all virtual machines are 
located and operational on a single site, the user can place the relevant ESXi hosts into 
Maintenance Mode, which forces the evacuation of all virtual machines to the remaining ESXi 
hosts. 

The example in Figure 108 shows how to put the ESXi host into Maintenance Mode. In this 
example, placing ESXi hosts drm-esxi083 and drm-esxi084 (Metro-SiteA) into Maintenance 
Mode forces the live migration of all virtual machines to ESXi hosts drm-esxi085 and drm-
esxi086 (Metro-SiteB). 

 

Figure 108. Forcing the evacuation and migration of virtual machines 

Use case 34: 
Conducting a live 
migration of 
virtual machines 
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The virtual machines continue to run throughout the migration process with minimal impact 
to the user workload and no disruption to network connectivity. 

Note: Site affinity is controlled by a combination of vSphere Distributed Resource Scheduler™ 
(DRS) groups, host DRS groups, and virtual machine DRS affinity rules. If vMotion is used to 
migrate a virtual machine to another site, the DRS affinity rules may move the virtual machine 
back if the original site is still operational. 

 
In the event of a complete site failure where both server and storage resources are 
unavailable, vSphere HA ensures that all virtual machines are restarted on the surviving 
site. No catalog items or manual, user-driven operations are required, assuming that VPLEX 
Witness is deployed in a third fault domain, as shown in Figure 109. 

 

Figure 109. vSphere Metro Storage Cluster (vMSC) topology (VPLEX non-cross-connect 
configuration) 

Use case 35: Site 
failure with 
automated 
restart of virtual 
machines 
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For each of the virtual machines in the Management Pods the restart priority in the 
respective cluster can be set, as shown in Figure 110. The virtual machines deployed in the 
Tenant Workload Pods will inherit the default virtual machine restart priority of medium. 

 

Figure 110. vSphere HA virtual machine restart settings 

After vSphere HA has restarted all of the virtual machines in the Management Pods, verify 
that all services are running. 

 
The addition of new vSphere clusters requires additional configuration that can be managed 
from the vRealize Automation catalog once the new vSphere cluster has been configured 
and installed in vCenter and a data collection has been run in vRealize Automation. 

Cluster onboarding services are available for local, continuously available, and disaster-
recovery-protected vSphere clusters.  

Note: The main Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud installation package installs the appropriate 
cluster onboarding services when the environment type—single-site/single vCenter, 
multisite/single vCenter (CA), or multisite/multi vCenter (DR)—is selected for deployment. 

To onboard a new vSphere cluster for CA, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud tenant portal as the system 
administrator (for example, fehc_sysadmin@domain.local).  

2. Go to Catalog > EHC Cluster Onboarding and select Unprotected Cluster 
Onboarding, as shown in Figure 111. 

 

Figure 111. Service Catalog: CA Cluster Onboarding 

Use case 36: 
Onboarding a 
new vSphere 
cluster for CA 
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3. On the Request Information tab, type a name and a description for the task, and 
then click Next. 

4. On the vCenter Cluster tab, select the vSphere cluster that is to be enabled as a 
CA-protected cluster target for STaaS operations, as shown in Figure 112. 

 

Figure 112. CA Cluster Onboarding: Choose vCenter Cluster 

Note: For the new cluster resource to be visible to the onboarding service, ensure that 
a recent data collection has been completed in vRealize Automation. 

5. Click Submit. 

Once the request succeeds, the required properties are set the new cluster. You can view 
the properties in vRealize Automation under Compute Resource Details > Custom 
Properties, as shown in Figure 113. 

 

Figure 113. CA-enabled cluster properties for vRealize Automation Compute Resource 

Table 2 describes the tags configured by the CA cluster onboarding service.  

 Compute Resource Details: Custom properties for CA Table 2.

Property name Description 

CA.enabled Identifies the vSphere cluster to EHC STaaS operations as 
CA-protected 

SiteName Requirement for foundational STaaS operations 
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Data protection DR 

 
VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager recovery plans define and automate the steps 
required for DR failovers and planned migrations from the protected site to the recovery 
site. The recovery plan specifies the order in which virtual machines are shut down and 
started up, the compute resources that are allocated, and the networks that the virtual 
machines can access. Multiple recovery plans can be created to address different recovery 
scenarios including failover, failback, planned migrations, reprotection, and recovery plan 
testing. 

This section demonstrates the following operations: 

• Recovering the Automation Pod 

• Onboarding a DR cluster 

• Recovering a Tenant Workload Pod 

• Reprotecting a virtual machine  

• Updating a tenant portal after recovery 

• Verifying recovery 

 
Configuring the recovery plan 

The Automation Pod hosts the virtual machines for various application components that are 
required to support Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud services. The Automation Pod is 
provisioned with DR protection.  

During a recovery operation, Site Recovery Manager powers on the application components 
according to the priority set for the virtual machines in the Automation Pod recovery plan. 
To ensure that Site Recovery Manager powers on the components in the correct sequence, 
set the appropriate priority for each virtual machine in the recovery plan, as shown in 
Figure 114. 

 

Figure 114. Automation Pod recovery plan 

Running the recovery plan 

Running the recovery plan associated with an Automation Pod causes the pod to fail over to 
the recovery site. In this use case, the Automation Pod recovery plan includes prompts for 
network convergence, as shown in Figure 115. The recovery plan pauses until the prompts 
are acknowledged before powering on the virtual machines on the recovery site.  

Overview 

Use case 37: 
Recovering the 
Automation Pod 
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Figure 115. Executing the Automation Pod recovery plan 

Modifying the route redistribution policies on the protected and recovery sites 

After the virtual machines on the protected site are powered off, and before the virtual 
machines on the recovery site are powered on, the network administrator must modify the 
route distribution policies in VMware NSX Manager™ on both sites. The recovery plan pauses 
to allow these tasks to be completed. 

On the protected site, the administrator must modify the route distribution policy to deny 
the redistribution of the automation network from the protected site.  
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Figure 116 shows NSX Manager for the protected site, SiteA, where the route distribution 
policy for the planned migration must be modified to set its Action to Deny. 

 

Figure 116. Modified route distribution policy on the protected site 

On the recovery site, SiteB, where the recovery plan is recovering the Automation Pod 
virtual machines, the administrator must: 

1. In NSX Manager, modify the route distribution policy to permit redistribution of the 
automation network.  

2. Verify that the core infrastructure services network can reach the default gateway. 

Figure 117 shows NSX Manager for the recovery site, SiteB, where the route distribution 
policy for the planned migration must be modified to set its Action to Permit. 
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Figure 117. Modified route distribution policy on the recovery site 

 
As a prerequisite for DR-as-a-service (DRaaS) operations for tenant clusters, you must pair 
one tenant vSphere cluster from each site. Pairing includes the configuration of vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager mappings and property settings on each tenant cluster, as follows: 

1. Log in to the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud tenant portal as the system 
administrator (for example, fehc_sysadmin@domain.local).  

2. Go to Catalog > EHC Cluster Onboarding and select DR Cluster Onboarding, 
as shown in Figure 118. 

 

Figure 118. EHC Cluster Onboarding: DR Cluster Onboarding 

3. Type a description for the task and click Next. 

4. From the Protected (active) Site [Datacenter] Cluster menu, select the cluster 
that is to serve as the protected cluster in this DR cluster pair. 

Use case 38: 
Onboarding a DR 
cluster 
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5. From the Recovery (fail-over) Site [Datacenter] Cluster menu, select the 
cluster that is to serve as the recovery cluster in this DR cluster pair, as shown in 
Figure 119. 

 

Figure 119. DR Cluster Onboarding: Selecting the active/protected site cluster 

6. Click Submit. 

Once the request succeeds, the required properties are set on both clusters. You can view 
these properties, on each cluster, in vRealize Automation under Compute Resource 
Details > Custom properties, as shown in Figure 120 and explained in Table 3. 

 

Figure 120. DR-enabled cluster properties for vRealize Automation compute resource 

 Compute Resource Details: Custom properties for DR Table 3.

Property name Description 

DR.ClusterDesignation Enabled STaaS and DR operations 

DR.enabled Enabled STaaS and DR operations 

DR.RemoteCluster Enabled STaaS and DR operations 

EHCExternalWFStubs.DisposingMachine vRealize Automation lifecycle stubs 

EHCExternalWFStubs.MachineProvisioned vRealize Automation lifecycle stubs 

SiteName Requirement for foundational STaaS 
operations 
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After applying the appropriate tags to the vSphere clusters, you must manually create a 
vCenter Site Recovery Manager recovery plan. 

Note: The name of the Site Recovery Manager recovery plan must be the same as the name of 
the protected cluster. 

When a cloud storage administrator executes a STaaS operation for DR storage, as 
described in Use case 3: Provisioning storage (dual site, multi vCenter), a new Site Recovery 
Manager protection group is created and assigned to the Site Recovery Manager recovery 
plan. 

 
Virtual machines deployed on a disaster-recovery-protected Tenant Workload Pod are 
automatically added to the corresponding VMware Site Recovery Manager protection group 
and recovery plan. The administrator performs a planned migration or DR of the virtual 
machines by executing a recovery plan that includes the protection group for the Tenant 
Workload Pod, as shown in Figure 121.  

Note: The administrator can customize a recovery plan to prioritize the startup and shutdown 
order of virtual machines, to automate operations such as network convergence, or to run 
commands or present messages. 

Before executing a Tenant Workload Pod recovery plan, the administrator should ensure that 
the Automation Pod is running, the ViPR storage provisioning services are accessible, and 
the ViPR application service is running at the protected or recovery site. If the protected site 
is in a failed state, the administrator should perform a DR of the Automation Pod as 
described in Use case 37: Recovering the Automation Pod. 

When running a Tenant Workload Pod recovery plan, the administrator, using vSphere Client 
to manage Site Recovery Manager, can choose to perform a planned migration or a DR, as 
highlighted in Figure 121. 

 

Figure 121. Executing the Tenant Workload Pod recovery plan 

The progress of the recovery can be monitored under Recovery Steps in the Site 
Recovery Manager tab of vSphere Client, as shown in Figure 122.  

Use case 39: 
Recovering a 
Tenant Workload 
Pod 
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Figure 122. Tenant Workload Pod recovery steps 

When the recovery is complete, the administrator should review the recovery plan history to 
verify that all the required steps were executed successfully. The administrator should also 
verify the status of the virtual machines, confirming that end-user access has been restored. 

 
When all virtual machines and associated applications are successfully restored on the 
recovery site, the administrator should run a reprotect operation to establish DR protection 
in the reverse direction. A reprotect operation designates the recovery site as the new 
protected site while the original protected site now provides replication for recovery 
readiness, as shown in Figure 123 and Figure 124. 

 

Figure 123. Reprotect information 

 

Figure 124. Reprotect status 

Use case 40: 
Reprotecting a 
virtual machine 
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After the execution of a recovery plan, the virtual machines are running on a vSphere 
cluster on a new site. The administrator must update the tenant portal to reflect this change 
in operations so that users can manage the virtual machines from the portal. The DR Post 
Failover Updater catalog service, shown in Figure 125, automates the update. 

 

Figure 125. DR Post Failover Updater catalog item 

The primary required inputs are the name of the Tenant Workload Pod where the virtual 
machines are currently running and an email address for sending the results of the 
operation, as shown in Figure 126.  

 

Figure 126. DR Post Failover Updater inputs 

 
Figure 127 shows details of a virtual machine, demonstrating that the machine is running on 
the compute resource of the original recovery site after the recovery operation. 

Use case 41: 
Updating a 
tenant portal 
after recovery 

Use case 42: 
Verifying 
recovery 
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Figure 127. Virtual machine details: Machine Information 

Figure 128 shows details of the network to which the virtual machine is connected, 
demonstrating that the machine is now connected to the mapped network on the original 
recovery site and that it retained its original IP address after the recovery operation.  

 

Figure 128. Virtual machine details: Network 

 
In a Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud DR environment, where data protection backup is 
installed as Protected Avamar–Dual vCenter (Disaster Recovery), all tenant virtual machine 
backups are also recovered and available on the recovery site. Once the disaster is 
mitigated, a failback is performed to resume normal operations.     

Use case 43: 
Recovering data 
protection 
backup services 
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Replication and recovery is managed at the vSphere cluster level. The following steps can be 
taken to perform a coordinated data protection failover on each Federation Enterprise Hybrid 
Cloud tenant vSphere cluster: 

1. In vRealize Automation, run the Data Protection catalog item Prepare for DP 
Failover. 

This moves machines on the protected cluster out of their service folders in 
preparation for the failover. This step mitigates Avamar incompatibilities with Site 
Recovery Manager placeholder virtual machines. 

2. In vCenter Site Recovery Manager, initiate a Site Recovery Manager migration. 

This causes the protected cluster datastores and machines to fail over to the 
recovery cluster. 

3. Initiate a Site Recovery Manager re-protect.  

This reverses the replication so that failback can be performed at a later date. 

4. From the Avamar Management console, perform an Avamar – vCenter 
synchronization on each protected-site Avamar appliance that is related to the 
cluster that was failed over.  

This causes the Avamar proxies to be aware of the new datastores that appeared 
after the failover. 

5. In vRealize Automation, run the Disaster Recovery catalog item DR Post Failover 
Updater to update the vRealize Automation database to be operational on the new 
recovery cluster.  

This automatically runs the Disaster Recovery catalog item Associate Datastore 
To Avamar Proxies so that the Avamar proxies are enabled on the new, failed-
over datastores. 

The first time that this procedure is followed, the following steps should also be taken: 

6. In vRealize Automation, run the Data Protection catalog item Associate vCenter 
Cluster With Avamar Pairs to associate the recovery cluster with the appropriate 
Avamar grids.   

7. Run the Data Protection catalog item Associate Datastore To Avamar Proxies to 
enable proxies for the cluster. 

These additional steps are not necessary for subsequent failbacks/failovers of this cluster. 

At this point, normal vRealize Automation operations can resume on the recovery site until a 
failback can be performed. The failback process is the same except steps 6 and 7 are not 
required. 

Summary 

This chapter discussed some of the data protection services available with the Federation 
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution. The use cases presented data protection scenarios 
addressing requirements for backup, CA, and DR. These services are available to various 
cloud users, from those responsible for the administration and management of data 
protection services to end users who consume the data protection services for their virtual 
machines and applications. 

These data protection solutions are optional for the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud and 
require additional resources on top of the foundation solution.  
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Chapter 4 Operational Management 

This chapter presents the following topics: 

Overview .......................................................................................................... 93 

Integrated and intelligent operational monitoring ................................................... 93 

Resource management ..................................................................................... 103 

Metering ......................................................................................................... 111 
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Overview 

Infrastructure maintenance and operations teams need the end-to-end visibility and 
intelligence to make fast, informed operational decisions to proactively ensure service levels 
in cloud environments. They need to promptly identify the root cause of performance 
problems, optimize capacity in real time, and maintain compliance in a dynamic 
environment of constant change. 

This solution provides the ability to intelligently monitor and manage resources and systems 
in the hybrid cloud environment using EMC and VMware product integration and 
interoperability. 

Integrated and intelligent operational monitoring 

The VMware vRealize Operations Manager™ dashboard provides a comprehensive view into 
the environment, as shown in Figure 129. The main dashboard is divided into three logical 
entities that provide high-level information about current overall health and issues of all 
managed resources, risks of future issues, and resource efficiency trends in the 
environment. 

 

Figure 129. vRealize Operations Manager dashboard high-level overview 

The primary logical entities in vRealize Operations Manager are: 

• Health—Calculates health scores based on patented algorithms that dynamically 
observe behavioral trends of the cloud environment and display red, yellow, and green 
status of the virtual machines, datastores, and clusters. Systems operations can 
identify where problems are, what the issues are, and if any trend of abnormal 
behavior exists in the environment.  

• Risk—Provides insight into the resource consumption to provide advanced notification 
of a resource running out of capacity, as well as which resources will run out.  

• Efficiency—Proactively optimizes the environment and reclaims waste. 

Features and functions of vRealize Operations Manager include: 

• Smart Alerts—These alerts combine multiple symptoms to generate a single alert 
that focuses on the underlying issue with clear recommendations. Customized alert 
definitions can also be created. 

• Automated problem remediation—Integrated action and remediation capabilities 
provide the ability to apply actions according to the recommendation for the alerts. 

• Reporting—Several out-of-the-box reports provide the ability to generate fully 
customizable reports. 
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• Capacity planning and project management capabilities—Capacity planning and 
project management capabilities extend beyond vSphere and across physical and 
application-level metrics. Flexible capacity models can be adjusted to meet different 
business needs. 

• Custom policies—Custom policies can be applied for specific workload types, 
applications, or clusters, enabling more advanced monitoring of performance, capacity, 
and configuration standards. 

• Unified storage visibility—New storage visibility shows the correlation between the 
application group and the storage infrastructure supporting it, including host bus 
adapters, fabric, and arrays, along with the ability to trace operational issues all the 
way to storage. 

 
VMware vRealize Operations Manager uses management packs, as shown in the example in 
Figure 130, to provide deeper visibility into other components that may be present in the 
environment. VMware provides some management packs, while EMC, Cisco, and Brocade 
provide others. The Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud solution uses these management 
packs to provide maximum visibility into the solution.  

 

Figure 130. Selection of available vRealize Operations management packs  

The management packs that are currently available for the Federation Enterprise Hybrid 
Cloud solution are: 

• VMware vRealize Automation 

• VMware NSX 

• VMware vCloud Networking and Security 

• VMware vSphere 

• VMware vRealize Log Insight™ 

• EMC Storage Analytics 

• Brocade Fabric 

• Cisco UCS 

Custom dashboards and cloud-specific dashboards can be created for any environment using 
the objects and details provided by the various management packs.  

 
vRealize Automation management pack 

The management pack for vRealize Automation provides cloud administrators with tenant-
aware operational visibility of the infrastructure supporting the hybrid cloud, as shown in the 
example in Figure 131. This management pack provides default dashboards that extend to 

Management 
packs 
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vRealize Automation cloud constructs such as tenants, business groups, and reservations, 
and correlates these to vSphere objects such as virtual machines, clusters, and datastores. 

 

Figure 131. vRealize Automation management pack for vRealize Operations Manager: 
Display of health and capacity details 

Separate from the vRealize Automation management pack, the vRealize Operations Manager 
health badges for virtual machines can be configured and presented to vRealize Automation 
users, as shown in Figure 132, so that they can have visibility of the health of their virtual 
machines. 

 

Figure 132. vRealize Operations Manager health badge presented to virtual machine 
users in vRealize Automation 
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EMC Storage Analytics 

The EMC Storage Analytics (ESA) management pack integrates the features and 
functionality of vRealize Operations Manager with EMC XtremIO, VNX, VMAX, and VPLEX 
storage. It delivers custom analytics and visualizations that provide detailed visibility into 
the EMC infrastructure, enhancing troubleshooting and proactively identifying storage 
performance and capacity issues for remediation. 

Within the vRealize Operations Manager custom portal, ESA presents separate dashboards, 
some of which are universal and others that are specific to the storage arrays. Each 
dashboard is fully customizable and can be adjusted to display the required details and 
metrics or additional widgets. 

As shown in Figure 133, ESA enables the following default dashboards in the vRealize 
Operations Manager custom portal: 

• Storage Topology—Displays resources and relationships between storage and virtual 
infrastructure objects 

• Storage Metrics—Displays resources and metrics for all storage systems 

• Array-specific dashboards—Displays resources and metrics for individual storage 
systems 

 

Figure 133. Dashboards enabled by EMC Storage Analytics management pack 

Storage Topology dashboard 

The Storage Topology dashboard establishes mappings and correlations between storage 
system components and vCenter objects, as shown in Figure 134. 
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Figure 134. Storage Topology dashboard displaying correlation between storage and 
vSphere objects 

Topology mapping enables health scores and alerts for storage system components, such as 
storage processors and disks, to be shown in the context of vCenter objects, such as LUNs, 
datastores, and virtual machines. 

You can see details for every object in every widget by selecting the object and clicking the 
Resource Detail icon at the top of each widget. ESA displays all related VMware objects, 
which enables end-to-end navigation into the underlying storage array components, from 
vSphere datastore clusters and virtual machines to storage groups and ports. 

Storage Metrics dashboard 

The Storage Metrics dashboard, shown in Figure 135, displays a graph with each EMC 
resource and the metrics associated with it. Navigation is from the top down. After choosing 
the storage system and a specific resource, you can select multiple metrics for display. 

 

Figure 135. Storage Metrics dashboard 
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Array-specific dashboards 

EMC XtremIO, VNX, VMAX, and VPLEX systems have separate dashboards with details 
presented as heat maps, as shown in Figure 136. An array-specific dashboard displays the 
main storage system resource types, thin pools, storage groups, LUNs, front-end ports, 
storage processors, and FAST Cache performance, and the metrics for each one.  

 

Figure 136. XtremIO overview dashboard with object heat maps and capacity details 

Depending on the objects being displayed, the heat map colors represent either usage or 
performance, or relative usage across a metric within an array. For any one of the objects 
displayed, a full historical perspective is available on the Storage Metrics dashboard. 

 
vRealize Operations Manager provides alerts for health, risk, and efficiency across the cloud 
environment, as shown in Figure 137. These alerts are both proactive and reactive. vRealize 
Operations Manager will create an alert based on either an existing event or on projected 
capacity usage and growth. 

 

Figure 137. Health and risk alerts presented by vRealize Operations Manager 

Alerting and 
troubleshooting 
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With proactive alerts, where vRealize Operations Manager reports risk with regard to a 
certain object, the potential issue can be addressed before it occurs. With reactive alerts, 
where an event causing an issue has already occurred, vRealize Operations Manager 
provides troubleshooting advice in the context of the entire environment.  

The example in Figure 138 demonstrates the recommendations provided by vRealize 
Operations Manager in the context of a storage-related alert, where a host has lost a 
storage path, which in turn creates a single point of failure.  

 

Figure 138. Intelligent recommendations for troubleshooting  

 
vRealize Log Insight delivers automated log management with system analytics, 
aggregation, and search.  

vRealize Log Insight can analyze log events from any vCloud Suite component that supports 
syslog forwarding, including all components of the management cluster and infrastructure. 
In this solution, the log-forwarding configuration is enhanced with VMware and EMC content 
packs. 

Content packs are immutable, or read-only, plug-ins to vRealize Log Insight that provide 
predefined knowledge about specific types of events, such as log messages. Content packs 
provide specific event knowledge in a format easily understandable by administrators, 
engineers, monitoring teams, and executives. Each content pack is delivered as a file, and 
can be imported into any instance of vRealize Log Insight. 

Widgets provided by a content pack can be cloned and added to a customized dashboard 
with views required by the user. Figure 139, as an example, provides a view of interactions 
between Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud components, showing which components are 
accessing the Cloud vCenter server and how often, and which mode of communication is 
being used. The vSphere Content Pack includes the widget that enables this view. 

Centralized log 
management 
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Figure 139. vSphere Security dashboard displaying users and authentication type 
accessing the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud vCenter Server  

Dashboards and widgets can be manually created for components for which content packs 
do not exist. In large environments with numerous log messages, vRealize Log Insight 
provides runtime field extraction to enable users to instantly locate the most important data 
fields. Any field from the data can be extracted using regular expressions. 

vCloud component integration 

vRealize Log Insight ships with the vSphere content pack, which provides detailed insight 
into vSphere logs and events. Content packs are also available for vRealize Operations 
Manager, vRealize Automation, and NSX. 

These content packs provide important information across the broader environment, 
providing many dashboards containing a comprehensive list of events and event types.  

The content pack for vRealize Operations Manager presents log data in a meaningful way 
and analyzes all of the logs that are redirected from a vRealize Operations Manager 
instance. The queries and dashboards provided by the content pack can be used to monitor 
and troubleshoot issues in the vRealize Operations Manager environment. 

In addition to the content pack, vRealize Operations Manager can be integrated in the 
following independent ways: 

• vRealize Log Insight can send notification events to vRealize Operations Manager. 

• The Launch in context menu of vRealize Operations Manager can display actions 
related to vRealize Log Insight. 

The Enable launch in context functionality enables users in vRealize Operations Manager 
to view events that are related to a specific object by launching vRealize Log Insight directly 
in the context of that object. Using this option in the Actions menu in vRealize Operations 
Manager triggers a search of all relevant vRealize Log Insight information on the selected 
item. 

The launch-in-context action filters the logs using a constraint, for example hostname 
starts with <hostname prefix>, which results in only events that match that criteria 
being displayed, as highlighted in Figure 140. 
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Figure 140. vRealize Log Insight filtering logs for the management cluster components 

The vRealize Automation content pack for Log Insight provides important information across 
all components of the vRealize Automation environment and key dependencies such as 
vCenter Orchestrator and vCenter Single Sign-On (SSO). The vRealize Automation and NSX 
components also must be configured to forward their respective logs to vRealize Log Insight. 

For hybrid cloud components based on Microsoft Windows, such as those hosting the SMI-S 
server or SQL Server databases, vRealize Log Insight can collect data from Windows 
systems with an easy-to-deploy vRealize Log Insight monitoring agent for Windows. 

EMC component integration 

EMC has developed and provides vRealize Log Insight content packs for EMC VNX and VMAX 
to present the logging details in a meaningful way. Customized dashboards and user-defined 
fields for VNX and VMAX enable root cause analysis on the arrays or backup infrastructure. 

The EMC VNX content pack provides the following dashboards: 

• Overview 

• Alerts/Faults 

• Commands 

• System Notifications 

• Background Processes 

Each dashboard contains multiple widgets that are specific to their parent dashboard. 
Figure 141 displays the widgets available in the Overview dashboard for VNX. 
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Figure 141. Example of an overview dashboard: VNX content pack 

EMC has developed a custom content pack for VMAX log information and provides several 
dashboards that contain widgets: 

• Overview—Information about all VMAX data in the vRealize Log Insight instance 

• Local & remote replication—Information that is specific to log messages generated 
by EMC SRDF® or EMC TimeFinder® 

• Virtual provisioning overview—Information about thin pool and device events 

• Director events—Information about any front-end or back-end director events on the 
VMAX 

• Auditing—All audit log information 

Figure 142 shows an example of a dashboard included with the VMAX content pack. 

 

Figure 142. Example of an EMC VMAX content pack dashboard 

For detailed information about the VMAX content pack, refer to Using the EMC VMAX 
Content Pack for VMware vRealize Log Insight White Paper. 
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Content packs are also available for Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud integrated 
components from vendors such as Puppet, Cisco, and Brocade as well as for applications 
such as Oracle, SQL Server, SharePoint, and Exchange. 

Resources 

By navigating to the Content Packs area in the vRealize Log Insight user interface, 
individual content packs can be downloaded from the VMware Solution Exchange and then 
imported. More information on available content packs and downloads for vRealize Log 
Insight is available on the VMware Solution Exchange. 

Resource management 

This solution uses the comprehensive resource management and reporting functionality 
available with EMC ViPR Storage Resource Management (SRM) and vRealize Operations 
Manager. 

Cloud administrators can use ViPR SRM through realtime dashboards or reports to 
understand and manage capacity and consumption of ViPR software-defined storage and to 
monitor SLA compliance. 

vRealize Operations Manager provides powerful virtual resource consumption and capacity 
planning functionality to help predict behavior and understand the potential impact of future 
growth on the resources supporting the hybrid cloud environment. 

 
The EMC SRM Suite provides comprehensive monitoring, reporting, and analysis for 
heterogeneous block, file, and virtualized storage environments. As shown in Figure 143, it 
enables you to visualize application storage dependencies, analyze configurations, monitor 
capacity growth, and optimize the environment to improve return on investment. 

 

Figure 143. High-level report of ViPR controller and assets 

ViPR SRM identifies how much raw storage is in the hybrid cloud environment, how much of 
the total raw storage is configured for use, how much remains unconfigured, and how much 
of that unconfigured storage is available on specific arrays.  

Multiple storage dashboards and views are available to enable instant analysis of overall 
storage capacity and consumption in the environment. 

Identifying and viewing ViPR storage capacity 

The ViPR virtual array consists of multiple virtual pools supported by one or more storage 
arrays. ViPR SRM provides the ability to analyze the virtual array and virtual pool down to 
the physical storage pools residing on different storage arrays. 

Storage resource 
management 

https://solutionexchange.vmware.com/store/loginsight
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A high-level report beginning with the ViPR virtual array, as shown in Figure 144, provides 
details of available and provisioned storage capacity and the virtual pools configured in the 
virtual array. 

Note: The report provides more details about file systems, block volumes, and storage ports, 
but the details are not shown in Figure 144. 

 

Figure 144. ViPR SRM: Overview of ViPR virtual array 

As shown in Figure 145, in addition to the high-level ViPR virtual pool details, ViPR SRM 
provides lower-level details on a particular ViPR pool, including type and protocol, the 
provisioning and assignment types, and the capacity and utilization figures. 

The virtual pool details include the physical storage array to which the virtual pool belongs. 
In the example in Figure 145, the virtual pool named VNX File contains a storage pool 
named File Pool and belongs to the VNX file storage system. 

 

Figure 145. ViPR SRM: ViPR virtual pool details 

Administrators can run reports and generate views to display details on the physical storage 
pools supporting the ViPR virtual pools, as shown in Figure 146. The storage pool details 
presented in Figure 146 map directly to the physical storage arrays that are managed by 
ViPR. 
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Figure 146. ViPR SRM: Storage pools supporting ViPR virtual pools 

Details on the various storage systems that are configured with ViPR are available in the 
storage system report, as shown in Figure 147. 

 

Figure 147. ViPR SRM: Physical storage systems 

All of these reports and views are available in the ViPR SRM Report Library under EMC 
ViPR. 

 
The EMC SRM Suite provides visibility into the physical and virtual relationships in this 
hybrid cloud infrastructure to ensure consistent service levels. 

The Storage Compliance SolutionPack for the SRM Suite automates the process of validating 
the storage infrastructure configuration against EMC proven best practices, providing the 
following functionality: 

• Monitors compliance with best practices and the EMC Support Matrix 

• Identifies configuration issues proactively 

• Ensures that hosts, SAN, and networking are configured to meet service levels 

The workflow of storage resource compliance management starts with SRM policy 
management. Through the SRM Administration Portal, an administrator can employ a default 
user-defined SRM policy to detect configuration changes to the hybrid cloud environment 
that result in a breach of compliance. 

Storage 
compliance 
management 
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Creating a storage compliance policy 

An administrator can create a storage compliance policy as follows: 

1. Log in to the SRM Administration Portal and create a new policy under Operations 
> Compliance > Storage Compliance > Manage Rules & Policies > Create 
Policy. 

2. Select a template from the list box, as shown in Figure 148. 

 

Figure 148. Creating a storage compliance policy: Description 

3. Type a policy name and description and set the state of the policy to Enabled. 

4. Under Scope, create a new user-defined scope with the scope name and criteria, as 
shown in Figure 149. 

 

Figure 149. Creating a storage compliance policy: Scope 

The scope can be as broad or as specific as required.  

5. Under Rules, create the rules and the severity set, as shown in Figure 150. 
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Figure 150. Creating a storage compliance policy: Rules 

6. Under Schedule, apply a schedule and then save the policy. 

The new storage compliance policy can now be enabled and is ready to run. 

The Storage Compliance SolutionPack downloads the EMC Support Matrix and validates your 
SAN’s compliance with EMC Support Matrix recommendations to ensure that the 
configuration has been thoroughly evaluated against EMC E-Lab standards.  

If compliance breaches exist, ViPR SRM creates a breach report to enable administrators to 
analyze the issues. A policy breach occurs when an object in the data center violates a user-
defined policy. 

Figure 151 shows an example of all active breaches in the data center by severity and 
policy. 

 

Figure 151. Breach Report: Active breaches by severity and policy 

Figure 152 shows an active breach report for SAN zoning. The report comprises the 
following sections: 

• Breaches—Provides information on each breach severity, device name, device type, 
policy, rules, and breach timeline 

• Breach details—Shows the cause of the breach and a recommendation that complies 
with customer and EMC best practices 

• Drill-down into device—Provides a device summary that assists in further 
investigation of the compliance issues 
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Figure 152. All Active Breaches report 

As with all reports in ViPR SRM, the breach reports can be sent automatically to the relevant 
management team and administrators. 

 
vRealize Operations Manager facilitates capacity planning for virtual machines based on past 
and current consumption, enabling cloud administrators to calculate and plan more 
efficiently for current and future virtual machine deployments. In addition, vRealize 
Operations Manager easily identifies and manages both overutilization and underutilization 
of virtual machine resources, enabling administrators to remediate or resize virtual 
machines as appropriate. 

Virtual machine capacity planning 

The capacity planning component of vRealize Operations Manager provides statistics on the 
current utilization. It can also provide predictive what-if scenarios where infrastructure in 
the environment might be influenced by an increase or decrease in the number of ESX 
hosts, storage, or virtual machines on existing or new consumption profiles. When a what-if 
scenario is implemented, vRealize Operations Manager models can predict the impact and 
plan for future requirements. 

To plan the capacity requirements based on future growth, the user can create a what-if 
scenario that contains a virtual machine profile that is based on an existing virtual machine 
or a new one, as shown in Figure 153. 

Virtual machine 
resource 
management 
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Figure 153. Specifying a reference virtual machine configuration for capacity planning 

As shown in Figure 153, the virtual machine profile can be tailored to specify the allocation 
of resources in addition to their actual usage and consumption. Adding 50 new virtual 
machines to the profile, for example, produces revised values for remaining capacity or 
over-subscription, as shown in Figure 154. 

 

Figure 154. What-if scenario: Adding new virtual machines 

Virtual machine resource optimization 

In situations where resources are limited, vRealize Operations Manager can identify 
reclaimable, underutilized resources in idle or oversized virtual machines.  

The definitions of underutilized and overutilized virtual machines are based on policy and are 
customizable to suit specific business requirements. Multiple policies can be created and 
applied, as appropriate. 
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The Virtual Machine Reclaimable Capacity list, as shown in Figure 155, displays 
information about the compute resources that can be reclaimed from running virtual 
machines for use by other virtual machines. 

 

Figure 155. Virtual Machine Reclaimable Capacity list 

For system-side warnings and risks that might not have alerts configured for them, the 
Symptoms list provides information about active symptoms for a selected object in the 
vSphere inventory, such as the Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud Tenant Workload Pod, as 
shown in Figure 156. 

 

Figure 156. Symptoms list 

Running vRealize Operations Manager reports 

Reports in vRealize Operations Manager provide a more formal display of the information 
contained in the various views and summaries that are available. Reports are run from a 
report template within which multiple reports can be included, after which they can be 
scheduled or run in the context of the object selected in the vSphere inventory.  

When a report is successfully run, it can be downloaded in either PDF or CSV format along 
with previously run instances of the same report. 

The scope of reporting with vRealize Operations Manager in this Federation Enterprise 
Hybrid Cloud solution includes the cloud management platform and the cloud resources used 
by vRealize Automation. 
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Metering 

The hybrid cloud environment requires flexible metering and costing models that can 
account for the utilization of all resources within the environment. vRealize Business is a 
business management tool in VMware’s cloud management portfolio that is designed for 
customers looking for a simplified management solution for focused cloud infrastructure 
costing. vRealize Business shows the costs of virtual machines and the utilization of shared 
resources, helping customers to better manage demand and budget for the future. 

As shown in Figure 157, vRealize Business is integrated with vRealize Automation to provide 
business management and cost transparency capabilities in a virtual infrastructure.  

 

Figure 157. vRealize Business overview 

vRealize Business enables the cloud administrator to:  

• Determine the pricing of vRealize Automation blueprints by using the current cost and 
utilization levels of virtual machines as a reference 

• Make decisions related to the placement of workloads based on the cost and services 
that are available in the hybrid cloud environment 

• Provide chargeback costs of virtual machines and blueprints based on the business 
unit and application group in the hybrid cloud environment 

• Manage costs based on capital and operating expenditures 

• Get an accurate cost of virtual machines 

The charts displayed on the dashboard, such as those in the example in Figure 157, are fully 
interactive. The dashboard displays projected information for the current month. vRealize 
Business performs monitoring of the environment, collects new usage statistics, recalculates 
the displayed data over time, and updates the graphics, as necessary. 

Cloud administrators can obtain more detailed information for each topic as they navigate 
vRealize Business. More detailed reports with breakdowns of machine quota, memory, and 
storage usage by business group, virtualization compute resources, and blueprints are 
available in vRealize Business under Reports. 
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vRealize Business integration with vRealize Automation and vCenter 

vRealize Business is integrated as part of vRealize Automation and is displayed as a screen 
in the vRealize Automation self-service portal. This solution uses VMware vCenter Server as 
its endpoint, so vRealize Business is configured to manage that vCenter Server.  

After an administrator enters the appropriate credentials for the vCenter Server and 
establishes a connection, vRealize Business can monitor the vCenter inventory. 

Because vRealize Business is integrated with vCenter, it can import existing resource 
hierarchies, folder structures, and vCenter tags to organize hybrid cloud resource usage with 
business units, departments, and projects. 

 
vRealize Business facilitates both operational analysis and consumption analysis. 

Operational analysis 

vRealize Business enables the cloud administrator to analyze the costs of the underlying 
service resources of the hybrid cloud. These resources include CPU, RAM, storage, and 
operating system (license and labor). 

The operational analysis module of vRealize Business accepts the total monthly operating 
cost in the cloud infrastructure, as modeled by using the cost driver component as input, 
and arrives at the base rate for CPU and RAM, expressed in terms of dollars per gigahertz 
and dollars per gigabytes of CPU and RAM respectively. The derived base rates for CPU, 
memory, and storage configured in the cost driver are used to calculate the total monthly 
operating cost. Certain costs are directly attributed to the virtual machines, for example, 
desktop operating system licenses and labor costs are classified under the heading of OS 
(License and Labor). 

As shown in Figure 158, this Resources dashboard provides a view of the total loaded cost of 
CPU, RAM, storage, OS, and virtual machines running on different generations of servers 
and costs. 

 

Figure 158. vRealize Business operational analysis of the hybrid cloud environment 

This information enables the cloud administrator to optimize workload placements based on 
the generation of hardware (for example, the virtual machines on older servers might cost 
more than the virtual machines on new servers) and see how costs for CPU and RAM are 
trending over time. 

The cloud administrator can adjust how the cost allocation occurs in the virtual 
infrastructure. The total loaded cloud cost includes hardware, operating systems, 
maintenance, network, labor, and facility costs, which are allocated on the virtual 
infrastructure. To compute the loaded unit cost of CPU and RAM, the administrator can 
specify the expected CPU value and memory utilization, as shown in Figure 159. 

Metering analysis 
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Figure 159. vRealize Business: Specifying expected utilization of CPU and RAM 

The utilization levels of clustered and standalone hosts are derived from the average 
monthly usage data from vCenter, enabling the cloud administrator to understand the 
loaded costs by cluster and to manage unallocated costs based on utilization levels. 

Consumption analysis 

Through consumption analysis, vRealize Business enables the user to easily identify their 
cloud resource consumers, the purpose for which resources are being consumed, and the 
costs associated with running those resources. 

Figure 160 shows details of cost and usage of CPU, RAM, and storage of virtual machines for 
the current month, categorized based on the application, and the business unit (consumer). 
The data is displayed at the beginning of the month based on the previous month’s 
averages. It is updated throughout the month as utilization varies. 

 

Figure 160. vRealize Business consumption analysis overview for hybrid cloud 

vRealize Business provides intuitive navigation to detailed information. By clicking 
Consumer Lists, the cloud administrator can view a breakdown of applications and the 
total cost of virtual machines for each of the applications. This view also provides a visual 
display of cost and usage of CPU, RAM, and storage for virtual machines, categorized based 
on the application in that business unit. 
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By clicking VMs, the administrator can see a detailed breakdown of cost and usage data for 
each cloud resource, as shown in Figure 161. This display provides a list of virtual machines 
and usage by CPU, RAM, storage, OS, and costs for each component. Clicking any virtual 
machine name shows a cost history chart for the virtual machine. 

 

Figure 161. vRealize Business demand analysis: Virtual machine costs 

 
vRealize Business has a powerful reporting engine that provides information about various 
system objects, such as servers, datastores, and virtual machines, which can be exported in 
CSV format for further analysis. 

vRealize Business provides the following reports that contain detailed information for the 
selected topics: 

• Servers—Provides details about all servers that run the hybrid cloud and can be 
expanded to provide details for each cost driver 

• Datastores—Provides details about each of the datastores seen by each vCenter 
Server that vRealize Business is monitoring 

• VMs—Provides details about all virtual machines running in the environment 

• Clusters—Provides details about the servers within the clusters of the virtual 
environment 

The Servers report, as shown in Figure 162, provides details for all servers hosted in the 
hybrid cloud, including model name, CPU, and RAM, among other details. The administrator 
can add more server information by selecting cost drivers such as server hardware, OS 
licensing, maintenance, physical server labor, network, facilities, allocation, and other costs. 
vRealize Business also displays the total loaded costs of servers. 

Metering 
reporting 
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Figure 162. vRealize Business Server report 

The VMs report has details for all virtual machines running in the hybrid cloud. The report 
can be viewed in a grid or in a vCenter Server folder structure. This report contains all of the 
virtual machine specifications, usage details, and utilization details that contribute to the 
total price. 

The report displays the various cost drivers such as storage cost, compute cost, OS labor, 
OS licensing, OS maintenance, and direct cost. A total monthly cost is displayed at the end 
of each row, as shown in Figure 163. 

 

Figure 163. vRealize Business VMs report with total monthly cost 

The report can be sorted based on consumers, applications, and vCenter tags. As with the 
other reports, this report can be exported into a CSV format to be used with other 
applications. 

 
The cloud cost view enables you to see all of the factors that affect the cost of the 
environment.  

Cost drivers are the costs that are incurred in managing a data center. The vRealize 
Business administrator can manually input the cost drivers. If cost drivers are not input, the 
values are obtained from the reference database included with vRealize Business. 

Cost drivers 
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As shown in Figure 164, vRealize Business categorizes the cost drivers into the following 
groups: Server Hardware, Storage, Licensing, Maintenance, Labor, Network, 
Facilities, and Additional Costs. Except for the server hardware cost, the cost driver data 
is the monthly cost. 

 

Figure 164. vRealize Business cloud cost overview 

The configuration used for cost drivers determines how vRealize Business calculates and 
displays the cost. You can manually edit the monthly cost of all the cost drivers, as indicated 
in Figure 165, from the current month onward. 

 

Figure 165. vRealize Business cloud cost: Editing monthly costs of server hardware 

Cost profiles 

vRealize Business uses the reference database, which is preloaded with vendor-specific data 
and data based on industry standards to generate the default base price for CPU, RAM, and 
storage. vRealize Automation automatically uses these default prices, eliminating the need 
to manually configure cost profiles in vRealize Automation and assigning them to compute 
resources. 

Through its integration with vCenter and vRealize Automation, vRealize Business enables the 
cloud administrator to automatically monitor the utilization of storage resources provided by 
ViPR. Storage profiles are created in the Cloud vCenter Server based on the storage 
capabilities of each type of storage presented. This integration enables vRealize Business to 
automatically discover, group, and meter datastores in line with their storage profile. 
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vRealize Business discovers the storage cost profiles that were created in vCenter, and 
applies and displays the appropriate costs, as shown in Figure 166. This enables the 
vRealize Business administrator to group tiered datastores that are provisioned with ViPR 
and set the monthly cost per gigabyte as needed. 

 

Figure 166. vRealize Business chargeback based on storage profile of datastore 

If the predefined price points are not appropriate, the vRealize Business administrator can: 

• Select Set Default prices, where price is the cost for CPU, RAM, and storage. 

• Manually set the prices for each of the clusters and standalone hosts. 

• Manually set the price for each of the datastores. 
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Summary 

The Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud is the bridge between the applications of today 
(Platform 2) and the social, mobile, analytics, and cloud applications of the future 
(Platform 3). It empowers IT to be a broker of cloud services, providing the control and 
visibility that IT organizations need and the on-demand self-service that developers and 
application users expect. 

Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud users can easily provision standardized services directly 
from an application marketplace portal, with upfront pricing. Delivery of these resources 
from private and public clouds, whatever the workload calls for, is built on policies set by IT, 
which ensures application workloads are placed in the right cloud, with the right cost, 
security, and performance. 
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Documentation 

The following documents, available on EMC Online Support or EMC.com, provide additional 
and relevant information. If you do not have access to a document, contact your EMC 
representative. 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Foundation Infrastructure Reference 
Architecture Guide 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Concepts and Architecture Solution Guide 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Security Management Solution Guide 

• Federation Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 3.1: Hadoop Applications Solution Guide 

• EMC Integration of PKI and Authentication Services for Securing VMware vCloud 
Suite 5.1 Environments Proven Solutions Guide 

For additional information, see the following document on the VMware documentation 
website: 

• vRealize Automation Installation and Configuration 

 

 

 

 

https://support.emc.com/
http://www.emc.com/
https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/vcac-pubs.html
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